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The scalability of a database is an important issue for applications that deal with
large amounts of data, such as web services. The presence of rapidly increasing
high-volume data sets is a phenomenon commonly known as Big Data. As an
alternative to traditional relational databases, the so-called NoSQL distributed
databases have proved to be robust in Big Data applications.
Most NoSQL databases, such as Bigtable and HBase, do not depend on highend hardware, but are designed to easily scale by distributing the workload to a
set of servers with conventional hardware. Cloud Computing infrastructures are
suitable for these databases. HBase focuses on offering scalability and thus does
not provide transactions with ACID (atomicity, consistency, isolation, durability)
properties.
Recently, however, there have been many attempts towards supporting ACID
transactions in these databases. One important application of this feature is
the support for incremental updates to a data repository, such as a web search
index. Most of the existing transactional systems for HBase are built on top of
HBase itself, with transactional metadata in the database and algorithms in the
client-side.
We have built HAcid, a new open-source transactional system for HBase. As most
similar existing systems, it is a client library that keeps transactional metadata
in HBase to avoid introducing new server-side software. The novelty of HAcid
is its lightweight characteristics: it uses minimal bookkeeping resources and is
straightforward to install. The purpose is not to minimize transaction latency,
but to provide an easy approach to ACID transactions in HBase.
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ACID
API
CAP Theorem
DBMS
FCW
GFS
HDFS
MVCC
NIST
OCC
RDBMS
SI
SQL
WAL
WSI

Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, Durability
Application programming interface
Consistency, availability, and partition tolerance theorem
Database management system
First-Committer-Wins rule
Google File System
Hadoop Distributed File System
Multiversion Concurrency Control
National Institute of Standards and Technology
Optimistic Concurrency Control
Relational database management system
Snapshot Isolation
Structured Query Language
Write-Ahead Log
Write-Snapshot Isolation
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Cloud Computing has changed the business of web applications. Companies
building applications delivered as services over the Internet no longer need
to setup their own expensive datacenters in order to deploy their service.
The obstacle of initiating and maintaining new services has been drastically
reduced with the help of Cloud Providers, companies that offer scalable computing resources on demand, with a pay-as-you-go billing system.
In the IT industry, the hardware layer of large-scale Internet applications
incurs severe costs of hardware acquisition, maintenance, and scalability improvements. In particular, the overhead of establishing a new datacenter is
enormous, and was often a barrier for Internet service companies to start a
new service. Cloud Providers are companies that encapsulate the computing
power of datacenters and sell this as an on-demand service. A Cloud is a networked pool of datacenter hardware and software that is shared among many
users [1]. Cloud Providers sell computing resources (storage, servers, processing, applications) of their Clouds to Cloud Users, typically companies building web applications. Cloud Computing is defined by NIST [42] as a model
of services that enable access to a shared pool of computing resources, composed of five essential characteristics: (i) On-demand self-service, (ii) Broad
network access, (iii) Resource pooling, (iv) Rapid elasticity, (v) Measured
service; three service models: (i) Software as a Service (SaaS), (ii) Platform
as a Service (PaaS), (iii) Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS); and four deployment models: (i) Private cloud, (ii) Community cloud, (iii) Public cloud,
(iv) Hybrid cloud. We explain most of these terms, but some of them (e.g.
deployment models) are unnecessary for this Thesis.
Typically, traditional datacenters are underutilized (average server utilization from 5% to 20% [45]) since they have to cope with peak loads. Hence,
web applications companies that manage their own datacenters have to pay
beyond what is actually used. If these companies choose Cloud services, they
7
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pay precisely for those resources that are used, and not for underutilized resources. Coping with peak demands is done by requesting more resources
from the Cloud Provider. This type of rapid scalability from small scale to
large scale and back is called elasticity, and is a key feature in Cloud Computing. Elasticity is made possible by the availability of a massive amount
of Cloud resources at the Cloud Provider.
The resources being serviced by the Cloud can be of different types. In
IaaS, the Provider offers fundamental computing resources where the consumer can deploy and run arbitrary software, such as operating systems and
applications. In PaaS, the service is a platform of programming languages,
libraries, services, and tools built on datacenter resources where the Cloud
User is able to run an application, even though the underlying infrastructure
cannot be managed by the user. In SaaS, the Cloud User can use Cloud
software running on the Provider’s infrastructure.
Two major players of Cloud Computing since its beginning have been
Amazon and Google. Amazon has since 2002 been providing its Amazon
Web Services, which includes a number of different Cloud resources available
on-demand. Google has been building its software infrastructure to work
on datacenters of commodity hardware, as opposed to high-end hardware.
The strategy behind this is an economy of scale where costs are reduced
and overall computing power is maximized. Instead of buying expensive
high-end servers, Google has been building their private Clouds on cheaper
hardware, cheaper electricity, cheaper computing, and a smaller number of
administrators.
The challenge for Google was to develop fault-tolerant elastically scalable
software systems to work on commodity hardware in several datacenters,
since at large scale hardware failures are inevitable. Their objective was
providing Cloud services for their own Internet SaaS products, and Google
entered the commercial Cloud Computing business only in 2008 with Google
App Engine. Even though Cloud provisioning is not their core business,
Google has given major contributions in the field of software for Cloud Computing.
Google has tackled the Big Data problem, which is to handle an everincreasing large amount of data. In order to process huge amounts of data
for creating an index for Web searches, they have created their own architecture for scalable distributed batch processing, namely MapReduce [19] and
the underlying Google File System (GFS) [28]. These are software systems
designed to work at the scale of thousands of computers in dozens of datacenters around the world. The architecture for these system was published
by Google in 2004, even though the system itself remained private to Google.
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Not long after the publication of MapReduce and GFS, Hadoop [25] and
its distributed file system (HDFS) [49, 55] appeared as an open-source alternative inspired by Google’s architecture. Hadoop is an Apache project that
was born from improvements to Apache Nutch, a web search engine. Since
then, it has become a solid software framework for distributed processing of
large data sets, and has been adopted by major companies like Yahoo! and
Facebook [8].
The field of distributed systems for Cloud Computing continued to grow,
and in 2006 Google published another influential paper, this time introducing
Bigtable [14]. This system was presented as a distributed storage system built
on GFS to be an alternative to traditional relational databases management
systems (RDBMS), since these were not feasible in the scale required for Big
Data. For achieving high scalability, the data model in Bigtable is simpler
than in relational databases, hence it does not support a query language, join
operations, ACID transactions, and other useful features. Nevertheless, it has
been proved to work in several Google products such as Google Analytics,
Google Finance, Google Docs, and Google Earth.
Apache HBase [24, 27] was created in 2007 as an implementation of
Bigtable’s design [14], and is tightly associated with HDFS. Being an opensource project has contributed for its wide adoption, and today it stands as
one of the main databases for in Cloud Computing systems.
HBase, Bigtable, and several other Cloud data stores are included in the
class of the so-called NoSQL databases [51]. These are distributed storage
systems that were originally designed specifically for highly-scalable operation. SQL and relational models often suffered from poor performance issues
when dealing with Big Data, hence NoSQL data stores1 avoid these.
However, NoSQL data stores have been gradually regaining some of those
features [35, 44, 48, 52, 53, 54, 59, 60]. One of these features is the support for
transactions. The objective of transactions is to protect data from damage
made by uncoordinated or unfinished data operations. They are mechanisms
in databases that encapsulate a group of data operations (such as read and
write) and ensure that these will not be left incomplete, but will rather
behave as a single operation. The precise properties that transactions are
required to satisfy are known as ACID, and are described in Chapter 2.
There are a few transactional systems for HBase, such as the ones we
discuss in Section 2.4. The contribution of this Thesis is a new transactional
system called HAcid, created out of the need for an open-source lightweight
transactional system.

1

In general, we shall use “data store” to refer to non-relational databases.
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This Thesis is structured as follows. In the next chapter, we present
background knowledge of transactions, distributed databases, and data stores
such as HBase. In Chapter 3 we describe HAcid thoroughly. Chapter 4
discusses the performance of the proposed system, and Chapter 5 concludes
and summarizes the Thesis.
The reader interested in the use of HAcid can skip to Section 3.5, while
academic readers might be interested in earlier sections of Chapter 3.

Chapter 2

Background
A database is an organized collection of data items, which are records of
some real world information [31]. This is a broad definition that includes
even non-digital databases, such as ancient tablets for recording measurements of resources. Databases have always been important structures for life
and society. Nowadays they are mainly digital and can be found in many
organizations.
Databases follow some data model, which is an abstract structure for
describing the arrangement of data items in data structures. For example,
the relational model is a popular data model, central to SQL-based databases.
Among other things, data models describe how data items should be grouped
and associated with each other.
Data items are any data that has a value that can be atomically read
and written. An atomic operation cannot be partially executed. Data item
values can be numbers, strings of characters, bytes, or even a whole row in a
table. Data items possess a key or location to uniquely identify them. Thus,
a data item is described by a key-value pair hkey, valuei. The values of all
data items in the database at any time comprise the database state at that
moment.
In order to maintain the data model of a database and allow modifications, databases rely on database management systems (DBMS). These
are software systems that provide an interface that allows clients to build,
maintain, and modify a database stored in hardware. Clients are usually
applications interfacing with the DBMS.
DBMSs can have many subsystems, each one for managing a different
aspect of the database. An important requirement for all DBMSs is that
they support read and write operations. We use the notation “r[x = v]” to
represent a read operation that reads value v from data item x. Similarly,
“w[x = v]” represents a write of value v to x. In many cases the value can
11
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be omitted if it is not relevant in the context: r[x], w[x].
One of the main components that many DBMSs support is a transaction
manager. Transactions are thoroughly described in the next section.

2.1

Transactions

A transaction is a sequence of read and write operations that are conceptually
related. The idea is to have a group of operations execute as if it was one
single operation. Transactions are specified by the application programmer,
who sorts and groups some read and write operations together, and submits
them to the transaction manager in the DBMS, for executing the operations.
Typically, the application that issued the transaction first submits to the
DBMS its operations to be executed. After that, the application requests a
commit of the transaction. Through the commit request, the application is
informing that the modifications done by the transaction should be made visible to other transactions and be written to persistent storage in the database.
The DBMS, then, can give an outcome for the transaction: either committed
or aborted. In the abort case, some problem occurred with the transactions
management or in the execution phase, and the modifications were undone.
This undoing command is called rollback and is performed by the DBMS.
The execution of a transaction can be formally modeled as a totally ordered set Ti , i.e. a sequence, where elements are operations such as read
(ri [x]) and write (wi [x]). We assume that no transaction reads or writes the
same data item more than once. The following definitions are inspired by
Bernstein et al. [6].
Definition 1 (Transaction). A transaction is a totally ordered set Ti with
ordering relation <i such that Ti ⊆ {ri [x], wi [x] : x is a data item}.
That is, transactions have their read and write operations totally ordered.
For example, r1 [x] <1 w1 [x] means that transaction T1 read data item x and
then wrote to x. We use the notation T1 : r1 [x] w1 [x], commonly found in the
literature [3, 57], to completely describe the operations of a transaction and
their ordering. The data items of read operations in transaction Ti comprise
the readset TiR and the data items of write operations in Ti are collected in
the writeset TiW .
We extend the definition of a transaction to allow the final operation to
be either a commit (ci ) or an abort (ai ).
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Definition 2 (Completed transaction). A completed transaction is a totally
ordered set Ti with ordering relation <i such that:
1. Ti ⊆ {ri [x], wi [x] : x is a data item} ∪ {ci , ai };
2. ci ∈ Ti ⇔ ai ∈
/ Ti ;
3. If ci ∈ Ti (or ai ∈ Ti ), then ci (respectively ai ) is the greatest element
in Ti .
The purpose of transactions is to allow a group of operations to have the
same (or similar) safety properties as the basic read and write operations are
expected to have. That is, there are essential properties that all transactions
should guarantee upon execution.
As an example, consider a database for bank accounts and the transfer
of an amount of money from one account to another. In order to transfer,
for instance, $100 from Alice to Bob, it is necessary to subtract $100 from
Alice’s balance (debiting) and add $100 to Bob’s balance (crediting). The
whole process involves four operations: a read and a write in Alice’s balance,
and a read and a write in Bob’s balance. This sequence of four operations
should be run in such a way that they appear to be actually a single operation.
The bank cannot tolerate a partial execution of this sequence, where some
operations fail.
The so-called ACID is a traditional set of properties that database transactions are expected to satisfy in order to provide data reliability. These
properties define transactions that are protected from concurrency problems
and hardware failures. The acronym ACID stands for four properties, which
are explained below.
• Atomicity: either all operations of a transaction are performed, or
none are. If some operation fails, the entire transaction fails and the
database state is left unchanged by the transaction.
• Consistency: after the transaction is committed, it has brought the
database from one valid state to another. A valid state is a database
state that satisfies some rules, e.g., data type constraints.
• Isolation: no transaction interferes with another concurrent transaction. That is, the intermediate steps of a transaction are invisible to
other transactions.
• Durability: when a transaction is committed, the modifications to
data items are persisted, even in the event of a system failure.
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These terms are traditionally defined informally. A technical description
of the ACID properties requires more details concerning the database and
its data model. There can also be many levels of rigor in these properties.
In particular, Isolation normally incorporates many different levels. Some of
these levels, such as Serializability, Snapshot Isolation, and Read Committed
are relevant to HBase and its transactional systems. These are discussed in
Sections 2.1.3 and 2.1.4.
ACID properties can be achieved through different techniques. A traditional technique is the use of locks, giving to a transaction exclusive access to
its related data items. Alternatives techniques are Optimistic Concurrency
Control and Multi-versioning, where the latter one takes copies of data items
to avoid the need for managing locks. These techniques are the subject of
the following section.

2.1.1

Concurrency control techniques

Transactions are concurrent if they are being executed simultaneously. In
practice, concurrency is represented as the interleaving of the operations
of transactions and controlled through a component called scheduler in the
DBMS. The interleaving is particularly important when defining the order
of conflicting operations.
Definition 3. Two operations are said to be conflicting if and only if the
following conditions hold: (i) they are read or write operations; (ii) both
concern the same data item; (iii) at least one of them is a write operation.
We assume that two conflicting operations are never executed concurrently. As an example, operations r2 [x] and w1 [x] are conflicting, and their
ordering is intricate, in the sense that transaction T2 reading x might get
different results depending on when transaction T1 wrote to x.
Thus, after a collection of transactions is executed, the resulting database
state might depend on how the transactions were interleaved. A history is an
interleaving of transactions, and an outcome is the resulting database state,
hence the outcome depends on the history. Histories are formally defined as
follows.
Definition 4 (History). [6] Given a collection of completed transactions
T = {T1 , . . . , Tk }, a history is a partially ordered set H with ordering relation
<H such that
S
1. H = ki=1 Ti ;
S
2. <H ⊇ ki=1 <i ;
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3. For every pair of conflicting operations p, q ∈ H, either p <H q or
q <H p.
That is, the ordering relations of the transactions are inherited in the history (condition 2), and all conflicting operations of the involved transactions
are ordered (condition 3).
If the history is a totally ordered set, we use the following notation,
common in the literature [3, 57]. Let T = {T1 , T2 }, where T1 : r1 [x] w1 [y] c1
and T2 : w2 [x] w2 [y] a2 , and H be defined as r1 [x] <H w2 [x] <H w1 [y] <H
c1 <H w2 [y] <H a2 . History H can also be represented as
H : r1 [x] w2 [x] w1 [y] c1 w2 [y] a2 .
Histories are determined by the scheduler in the DBMS. The scheduler
can be implemented in different ways, of which Two Phase Locking (2PL)
[4, 6] is the traditional approach. Locks are mechanisms that a transaction
enables to deny other transactions access to data items. The purpose is to
allow a transaction to acquire exclusive access to some data items so that
other transactions do not interfere with its operations.
In this method, each data item is associated with a lock, which can be
held by only one transaction at a time. The DBMS maintains a lock table,
where each data item x is mapped to some transaction Ti (x is locked by
Ti ) or to no transaction (x is unlocked). Before a transaction Ti accesses a
data item x (through read or write operations), it must attempt to acquire
a lock from the scheduler. The lock of x is granted to Ti if it is not held by
another transaction. If the lock is already taken, then Ti must wait until it
is released.
Two Phase Locking happens in two phases: first in a growing phase, then
in a shrinking phase. In the growing phase, a transaction obtains locks for
the data items it wants to access, then performs its operations on those data
items. In the shrinking phase, a transaction releases the locks it has obtained.
No locks are released in the growing phase, and no locks are acquired in the
shrinking phase. 2PL is a pessimistic concurrency control method, in the
sense that it denies access to other transactions that might not necessarily
request access to the locked data items.
Locking is interesting for providing good Isolation, since it enforces that
transactions cannot interfere with each other. On the other hand, without
additional precautions it is common to encounter problems such as deadlocks, which happen when a transaction Ti is waiting for Tj to release locks,
while the Tj is waiting for Ti to release locks. There are no general-purpose
deadlock-free locking protocols for databases that always provide high concurrency [37]. Typically, strict locking schedulers exhibit poor performance
with many in-flight transactions.
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Another method is Optimistic Concurrency Control (OCC) [37], which
can be considered the opposite approach to pessimistic concurrency control.
In OCC, a transaction is never blocked from executing its operations, but
might get aborted when the commit request happens, in order to avoid violation of properties such as Isolation. This is an optimistic approach, in the
sense that transactions assume that violation of Isolation will not happen
while executing its operations. When aborted, normally the transaction is
re-executed until no Isolation violation occurs on the commit request. Violation of Isolation is also called transaction conflict.
OCC might operate with better performance than 2PL when transaction
conflicts are rare. When transaction conflict is highly likely, OCC suffers
from starvation due to repeated executions of transactions [37].

2.1.2

Multiversion Concurrency Control

Multiversion Concurrency Control (MVCC) [4, 5] is a class of methods that
keep a list of versions of each data item. Externally (to the client), x is a data
item, but internally x is a map from version numbers (typically integers) to
proper data items.
For instance, x(1) is a data item representing the first version of x. Version
x(k) may or may not be defined, i.e., x is a partial function. If x(k) is
undefined, we write x(k) = ⊥. To “create” a new version corresponds to
defining x(k) if it was previously undefined. In MVCC, when a transaction
writes to x, instead of overwriting a value, it actually creates a new version
x(k), which is written only once. The MVCC method determines how read
operations select the correct version to read. In MVCC methods, we refer to
x as a data item, and x(k) as a version of x.
The benefits of MVCC are increased concurrency (each transaction writes
to a different version) and unobstructed read-only transactions, since versions
are not modified after being created. The versions of x are internal to the
concurrency control method and are not seen directly by the client. The
drawback of this method is the storage cost of maintaining multiple versions.

2.1.3

Elementary isolation levels

Isolation is about concurrency. If no concurrency is involved, the DBMS
deals with transactions sequentially without overlapping in time. The result
is a serial history H: a history with no interleaved operations of different
transactions, i.e., no operation of Tj can appear (in the <H order) between
two operations of Ti , for all j 6= i. In this situation, Isolation is perfectly
guaranteed.
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However, concurrency for transactions is a basic property that most
DBMS should support, since the lack thereof incurs severe performance drawbacks. For example, recall the bank accounts database system. It would be
an obvious drawback to lock the whole database for the execution of every
transfer. Two unrelated transfers should be allowed to execute in parallel.
Ideally, a DBMS should provide Serializability, the highest isolation
level. With this property, the DBMS allows concurrency but the outcome of
a history is always equivalent to the outcome of some serial history. Thus,
to the application interfacing with the DBMS, transactions appear to have
been executed serially, i.e., sequentially without overlapping in time.
To illustrate Serializability, recall the example of money transfer from
Alice to Bob. Let transactions T1 : r1 [A] w1 [A] c1 and T2 : r2 [B] w2 [B] c2 ,
where A and B are bank account balances for Alice and Bob. History H of
{T1 , T2 }, defined as
H : r1 [A] r2 [B] w1 [A] c1 w2 [B] c2
is a serializable history, because its outcome is the same as the outcome of
the serial history
H 0 : r1 [A] w1 [A] c1 r2 [B] w2 [B] c2 .
In other words, the accounts will have seen a correct transfer, regardless
whether the history was H or H 0 .
Despite its usefulness, Serializability is a strict requirement over the outcomes of histories, hence it often causes performance to be poor. It is expensive notably in typical Two Phase Locking implementations, since transactions are often blocked from proceeding in order to satisfy the requirement.
Other isolation levels have therefore been proposed, in order to increase
performance. The disadvantage is that these levels allow a number of anomalies that cause inconsistencies in the database. In general, the more anomalies
we allow, the more concurrency we gain. On the other hand, less anomalies allowed means better data consistency of the outcomes. Some important
anomalies are described below, and were originally specified by ANSI SQL-92
[56], but properly redefined by Berenson et al. [3]. We interpret the definitions of Berenson et al. [3] using the terminology of Bernstein et al. [6].
Definition 5 (Dirty Write Anomaly). Given a collection of completed transactions T and a history H of T , we say that H exhibits Dirty Write if
there are two transactions T1 , T2 ∈ T such that w1 [x] <H w2 [x] <H c1 or
w1 [x] <H w2 [x] <H a1 .
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Dirty Writes mean that inconsistent values can be written to the data item
when a transaction commits or aborts. For example, in the case w1 [x] <H
w2 [x] <H a1 , when T1 should rollback, it is unclear whether to recover the
value previous to operation w1 [x] or the value written by w2 [x]. Preventing
Dirty Writes is equivalent to making transactions get write locks for their
writesets [3].
Definition 6 (Dirty Read Anomaly). Given a collection T and a history H
of T , we say that H exhibits Dirty Read if there are two transactions T1 and
T2 such that w1 [x] <H r2 [x] <H c1 or w1 [x] <H r2 [x] <H a1 .
What Dirty Read means is that transaction T2 reads a data item value
that was not yet committed. Moreover, if T1 aborts, then the value it wrote
could have been undesirably read by some other transaction.
Apart from Serializability, two basic isolation levels are Read Uncommitted and Read Committed.
Definition 7 (Read Uncommitted). A transaction manager exhibits Read
Uncommitted if the histories produced by it never have Dirty Writes.
Definition 8 (Read Committed). A transaction manager exhibits Read
Committed if the histories produced by it never have Dirty Writes nor Dirty
Reads.
These are isolation levels important to mention for this Thesis. They
disallow some anomalies, but many other kinds of anomalies can still occur
with them. There are other isolation levels as well, which are not mentioned
here. However, not all levels are defined according to anomalies, such as the
important Snapshot Isolation, which is the subject of the next section.

2.1.4

Snapshot Isolation

Proper Isolation is normally achieved by giving transactions exclusive access to data items, i.e, locking. However, locking is not the only technique,
because exclusive access can be given by means of snapshots.
Snapshot Isolation (SI) [3, 12, 57] is a term used for denoting a method of
concurrency control and the resultant Isolation properties that it provides.
In SI, a transaction starts by taking a snapshot of the current state of the
database, then executes its reads and writes on that “private” snapshot, and
finally commits by making its snapshot persist in the database. The commit
is successful only if the writeset of the transaction has not been modified by
other transactions since the snapshot was taken. That situation is called a
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write-write conflict [57], and happens when two transactions overlap in time
and have an intersection in their writesets.
In practice, we do not copy the whole database state to make the snapshot, since this is clearly expensive. It suffices to take a snapshot of the
readset and writeset of the transaction, i.e., the data items involved. To
simplify the management of snapshots, typical SI implementations employ
timestamps, which are unique integers served in increasing order by some
source, usually called timestamp oracle. Timestamps are suitable for implementing SI in multi-version databases, which are databases that have built-in
support for multiple versions of data items. In these settings, SI takes advantage of techniques from MVCC.
In SI, transactions proceed as follows. When a transaction Ti starts, it
acquires a start timestamp, denoted in this Thesis as Tistart . Only after that
can Ti execute its operations. When no more read or write operations will be
performed, Ti acquires an end timestamp Tiend , which in the literature is also
known as commit timestamp 1 . Finally, conflict testing happens to determine
whether Ti commits or aborts. If Ti committed, its end timestamp is used
to represent the time Ti was committed. If a transaction still does not have
a start or an end timestamp, we write Tistart = ⊥ or Tiend = ⊥.
Notice the connection between the order of operations and the timestamps
of a transaction. The start timestamp is acquired before any operation is
executed, and the end timestamp is acquired after the last read or write
operation and before the commit operation ci (or ai ). Transactions that
have timestamps are called timestamped transactions in this Thesis. The
start and end timestamps of a transaction define its lifetime.
Definition 9 (Lifetime). The lifetime of a timestamped transaction Ti is the
interval [Tistart , Tiend ).
During the lifetime of a transaction, read and write operations are executed. To simplify the theory needed, we assume that all read operations
must happen before any write operation in a transaction, as [44] does. In
practice this is commonplace, and it simplifies our discussion. Each read
operation uses the newest committed data item version that was committed
before Tistart . A write operation to data item x is performed by creating a
new version x(Tistart ).
The start timestamp, therefore, represents the snapshot for Ti : data is
written on version Tistart and read from versions smaller than Tistart . The
snapshot of a transaction is the set of all data item versions that can be read
1

We avoid the term, since even transactions that aborted would have a commit timestamp, which might be misleading given that a transaction is either aborted or committed.
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T2 : w2 [A]

T2start
T1start

T1 : r1 [A] w1 [A]

T2end

T1end
Timestamps

Figure 2.1: A write-write conflict between transactions T1 and T2 . A line with
a square and a filled circle on the ends represents a transaction. A square is
a start timestamp and a filled circle is an end timestamp. T1 conflicts with
T2 because A ∈ T1W ∩ T2W , so T1 commits and T2 aborts since T1end < T2end .
in the transaction. Version numbers are defined by the SI method, and the
client application does not need to know what version numbers were used.
When conflict testing happens, the outcome of the transaction is decided:
aborted (ai ∈ Ti ) or committed (ci ∈ Ti ). The transaction manager is responsible for checking whether the current transaction conflicts with some
other transaction, and deciding which aborts and which commits. In SI, two
transactions conflict if they have a write-write conflict, as defined below.
Definition 10 (Concurrent transactions). Two timestamped transactions Ti
and Tj are concurrent if their respective lifetimes have a non-empty intersection.
Definition 11 (Write-write conflict). Timestamped transactions Ti and Tj
have a write-write conflict if they are concurrent and TiW ∩ TjW 6= ∅.
Once two transactions with write-write conflict are detected, one of them
must be selected as the “winner” to commit. For resolving this, SI enforces
the “First-Committer-Wins” (FCW) rule: the transaction with smallest end
timestamp is selected as the winner. The other transaction is aborted. FCW
is also useful for preventing an anomaly, namely, Lost Updates, which is
explained in details by Berenson et al. [3]. Figure 2.1 is an example of two
conflicting transactions, where the FCW rule applies.
A read-only transaction will not interfere with other transactions, it simply needs to find the correct data version that represents its snapshot, and
execute the read. In this sense, read-only transactions in timestamp-based
SI implementations are never blocked and always committed.
Snapshot Isolation is an interesting isolation level that many databases
support. Compared to Serializability in 2PL, it has better performance and
avoids many anomalies, including Dirty Reads and Dirty Writes. A key
advantage of SI is that read operations are never blocked. On the other
hand, there can occur some anomalies in SI histories, the most notorious
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being Write Skew. This anomaly happens when a constraint is not satisfied
globally (inter-transaction violation), even though SI transactions can satisfy
the constraint locally (intra-transaction fulfillment). The following example
illustrates an occurrence of Write Skew.
Suppose x and y are integer data items, and let x+y > 0 be the constraint
we wish to keep satisfied. Let T1 and T2 be two completed transactions,
T1start = 1, T2start = 2, and H be a history of {T1 , T2 } obtained by a Snapshot
Isolated transaction manager,
H : r1 [x(0) = 5] r1 [y(0) = 5] r2 [x(0) = 5] r2 [y(0) = 5] w1 [x(1) = −2] w2 [y(2) = −3] c1 c2 .

In words, H has T1 reading the values of x and y, then writing a negative
value to x; T2 reads the values of x and y, and writes a negative value to
y. Transactions T1 and T2 do not exhibit a write-write conflict, thus both
commit. Locally, the snapshot of T1 at the timestamp T1start = 1, has the
values x = −2 and y = 5, therefore x + y > 0 is satisfied. Similarly, the
snapshot of T2 satisfies the constraint on commit time. However, in a global
view of the database state, the constraint is violated. That is, the snapshot
of a next transaction T3 (starting after both T1 and T2 committed) will have
the values x = −2 and y = −3, violating x + y > 0.
In many applications, Write Skew might not be a problem for data integrity, but for databases such as bank account databases, it is safer to avoid
it. Serializability, by definition [3], does not allow any anomaly from a list of
eight anomalies, including Write Skew. Therefore, Snapshot Isolation does
not guarantee serializable histories [3, 12]. The main reason for Write Skews
in SI is because the readsets of transactions are not used during conflict
testing in SI, only writesets are used [57].
In transactional systems for Cloud data stores (the focus of this Thesis),
Snapshot Isolation is usually the main isolation level supported. For example,
the pioneers Percolator [44] and HBaseSI [60] have SI as one of the main
properties of their systems. This isolation level is convenient for data stores
such as Bigtable and HBase, which are multi-version databases.

2.2

Distributed Databases

In large enterprises, centralized databases were once the traditional approach
for storing data. If a database is centralized, all the data is maintained in a
single server, such as a specialized database server. The main disadvantages
are performance bottlenecks and unavailability during failure recoveries.
In a distributed database, the data is stored in several storage devices
across different computers (or “nodes”). The computers are normally inter-
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Centralized database

Distributed database
Node 2

Node

di1
di2
di4
di5

di1
di2
di3
di4
di5

Node 1
di1
di3
di5

Node 3
di2
di3
di4

Figure 2.2: An example of centralized and distributed databases. On the
right side, five data items are replicated in three different nodes. Edges in
the distributed database represent network connection, and “di” stands for
“data item”.
connected by a network. Data is typically partitioned among the nodes, so
that each node holds a portion of the whole database. The DBMS managing
the networked nodes provides a global view of the database to the client,
even though only local views are given at each node. This property is known
as distribution transparency [50].
Distributed databases often employ less reliable hardware than centralized databases do. Thus, hardware failures, such as hard disk failures, are
common and should be taken into account. Replication is an appropriate
technique for providing fault-tolerance, by storing copies (“replicas”) of every data item in different nodes. Therefore, if one of the replicas is lost
through hardware failure of the host computer, there are other replicas in
the distributed system. This property is called redundancy. The larger the
number of replicas employed for each data item, the smaller will be the probability of irreversibly losing that data item. Figure 2.2 compares centralized
and distributed databases regarding data item distribution.
Replication can favor availability: the data item is unavailable if a global
failure happens, but remains available while at least one replica is accessible.
A data item can have replicas in computers spread around the globe, so that
clients can access the nearest host node, and latency can be made low in many
geographical locations. Availability is a key issue concerning distributed
systems.
Another key issue is consistency: the problem of maintaining the same
value for all replicas of a data item. When a data item is written, each of its
replicas must be updated. Replicas cannot be updated simultaneously, due
to the fact that they are distributed. Consequently, the distributed database
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will have a temporary inconsistency among the replicas, from the moment
the write operation is issued until the last replica is updated.
There are two major categories of methods for updating replicas [50]:
eager (synchronous) replication and lazy (asynchronous) replication. In synchronous methods, the DBMS makes the data item unavailable to clients
while the updates to replicas are being propagated. The data item is available to clients only if all replicas have the same value. Therefore, updates
to replicas are grouped in a transaction with ACID properties, which blocks
any read operation to the data item.
In asynchronous methods, the data item is kept constantly available, and
updates to replicas are propagated independently of each other. Read operations are not blocked, therefore two read operations of the same data
item can return different results according to which replica was used for each
operation. Eventually, the replicas will converge to the same value.
The distribution of replicas implies a trade-off: making data items temporarily unavailable for guaranteeing consistency, or allowing inconsistency
for providing constant data item availability. This is a central consequence
of the CAP Theorem, introduced by Brewer [9] and proved by Gilbert and
Lynch [29], informally described below.
Consider the three following properties of distributed databases:
• Consistency2 : at any moment all nodes see the same database state.
• Availability: every read or write request eventually receives a response
whether it was successful or failed.
• Partition Tolerance: the system continues to operate despite network partitions, except in case of total network failure. A network is
partitioned when message losses occur between any two nodes of the
system.
The CAP Theorem states that a distributed database can only satisfy
at most two of those three conditions. Thus, one of the conditions must
be left out. In reality, a system that does not allow partition tolerance is
non-distributed (centralized). This is true because the system must prevent
partitions from happening, and this is possible only if the database resides
in a single node.
Hence, a distributed database must be partition tolerant, so either availability or consistency can be supported, but not both, as stated previously.
This result is strong and has affected the design of all distributed databases.
Cloud data stores are distributed databases, thus they must also take the
2

Not to be mistaken with Consistency in ACID.
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CAP Theorem into account. The theorem also affects transactional systems
for Cloud data stores.
In the following section we focus on the Extensible Record Stores, a class
of Cloud data stores pioneered by Google’s Bigtable, and the kind of data
store we consider for enabling transactions.

2.3

Extensible Record Stores

Bigtable [14] is a proprietary distributed NoSQL database (a Cloud data
store) designed to scale to thousands of machines in Google’s own datacenters. Google has designed Bigtable out from their need of controlling
performance and scalability in data stores. For this reason, the data model
is intentionally simple, yet flexible. By choice, transactions were left out of
Bigtable’s design, since a strict need for them was not found. Nonetheless,
many Google products have been successfully developed on top of Bigtable,
which indicates its importance.
Bigtable has been the pioneer of a category of data stores named Extensible Record Stores [13]. The name indicates that the data model can be easily
extended at any moment. This category includes data stores such as Apache
HBase [24], Hypertable [34], Apache Accumulo [22], and Apache Cassandra
[23].
HBase [27] is likely the most popular Extensible Record Store, and is the
data store for which we seek to enable transactional support. We will focus
on describing HBase’s design, using its terminology, instead of Bigtable’s
original terminology.

2.3.1

Data model

In HBase, data items are key/value pairs. The keys are multidimensional,
with the following dimensions: table, row, column family, column qualifier,
and version number3 . The version numbers are what cause HBase to be
a multi-version database. The dimensions “column family” and “column
qualifier” are normally grouped together as a pair under the name “column”.
Typically, the “table” dimension will be clear from the context, hence a key
is commonly represented simply as the tuple (row, col, ver), where col =
(column family, column qualifier) and ver stands for the version number.
3

Version number is more commonly known as timestamp, however we reserve the word
“timestamp” for timestamped transactions.
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personal:name

personal:age

A

B
C
S

123: Adam
211: Bob
96: Caroline
154: Smith

123: 34

25
financial:balance
132: 1630
131: 1690
127: 2120
123: 1911
211: 4124
125: 851

financial:bank

127: Nordea

125: Pohjola
96: OP

154: 58

Figure 2.3: Example HBase table. The notation “100: data” means that
data is stored in version number 100.
An HBase table t is a map of data items
(row, col, ver) 7→ value ,
where col = family:qualifier, ver is a 64-bit integer, and row, family,
qualifier, value are byte strings. Typically, byte strings are decoded as
human-readable data, but can be binary data as well.
A cell is a set of data items with common row and col keys, and the cell
key is precisely (row, col). Each data item in a cell is called a version of that
cell. Sometimes we refer to a row as the collection of cells with common row
key.
A table is organized by grouping cells into rows, and sorting rows lexicographically by their row keys. The sorting allows the table to be partitioned
into regions, which are different ranges of row keys. The regions of a table are
distributed between different nodes, so rows that are lexicographically close
will likely be stored spatially near to each other, thus it is wise to choose row
keys that provide good locality for data accesses.
As indicated by the example in Figure 2.3, HBase tables are sparse in the
sense that null values are not stored. For cells that have at least one version,
the latest version corresponds to the data item with highest version number.
Thus, the cell (C, financial:bank) has “125: Pohjola” as the latest version,
where financial is a column family and bank is a column qualifier.
HBase’s API provides simple operations for reading and writing data.
The most important operations are Get and Put, both operating on a single
row.
Definition 12 (HBase Get). t.get(row, col, ver) retrieves from HBase the
data item in table t whose key is (row, col, ver).
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Keys can contain the special symbol ∗ in some entry (except row) to express that the entry is unspecified. So t.get(row, col, ∗) returns all data items
that match row and col in their keys. On the other hand, t.get(row, ∗, ver)
returns all data items that match row and ver. t.get(row, ∗, ∗) returns all
cells with row in their keys. t.get(∗, col, ver) is not allowed, i.e., a Get is a
single-row operation.
To get the latest version of a cell, t.get(row, col) returns the cell whose key
matches row and col, and has the largest version number. For example, the
call t.get(C, financial:bank) to table t in Figure 2.3 returns the key/value
pair
h(C, financial:bank, 125), Pohjolai .
Definition 13 (HBase Put). t.put(L) is given a set L of key/value pairs
with common row key, and requests the HBase table t to store the given
key/values pairs. If a key/value in L has the version number unspecified,
HBase takes care of giving that key/value a version number created from the
server’s wall clock time4 .
Not all dimensions in a key can be arbitrary for a Put. A table has a
specified set of possible column families, but column qualifiers can be arbitrary. Column families are normally defined only at the time the table is
created, but new families can be added at any time by first disabling [27] the
table, which is an expensive operation. Consequently, it is recommended to
keep the set of column families fixed, even though it can be modified.
On the other hand, new row keys, column qualifiers, and version numbers
can be specified on the fly in Put operations. In this sense HBase is an
Extensible Record Store, because the schema of a table is allowed to be
extended by adding new columns qualifiers, with no overhead compared to
using existing column qualifiers. These new column qualifiers do not affect
previous existing rows that did not contain such qualifier, since null data
items are not stored.
Notice how the Put operation allows a set of data items to be submitted.
In fact, the group of write operations being submitted are performed atomically (via locking mechanisms), and hence HBase provides ACID properties
for a Put operation. This fact will be discussed more carefully in the following sections. An operation similar to Put is CheckAndPut, which includes
one Get operation performed atomically with a Put.

4

HBase requires its servers to have synchronized clocks in order to make version numbers from clock time. More details on “Implicit Versioning” is given by [27].
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Definition 14 (HBase CheckAndPut). t.checkAndPut(row, col, ver, x, L)
is an operation that atomically performs: t.get(row, col, ver), and if the
result is x, then t.put(L) is executed. All row keys in L must be equal to
row. CheckAndPut returns true if and only if the Get check succeeded.
The CheckAndPut operation is similar to compare-and-set instructions
in multithreaded operating systems. It writes to the cell only if the previous
value in the cell matches the given value.
Definition 15 (HBase Delete). t.delete(row, col, ver) removes the given
data item from table t.
The operation t.delete(row, col, ∗) removes all versions of the specified
cell, while t.delete(row, ∗, ver) removes all data from the specified row version, and t.delete(row, ∗, ∗) removes all data of the given row.
Delete, CheckAndPut, and Put are the only HBase operations that can
write/update data. These are single-row operations.
Definition 16 (Row mutation). An HBase row mutation is either a Put, a
CheckAndPut, or a Delete.
An HBase Scan is a read operation that spans a range of rows in a table.
Two row keys are given to determine the ends of the range, and the scan
gradually returns each row whose key is in the range. To return a row means
to return all cells with common row key. Contrary to the previously discussed
operations, a scan is not atomic: it can be partially executed. That is, a scan
might be interrupted by a failure, and the data scanned might be outdated
if a write operation occurred during the scan. These issues are discussed in
Section 2.3.3.
Definition 17 (HBase Scan). t.scan(startrowkey, endrowkey) starts a scan
operation of the row key range startrowkey (inclusive) to endrowkey (exclusive) and returns a scanner object with two functions: hasNext() and
next(). The hasNext() function returns whether or not there is still some
row to be scanned from the specified range. In lexicographic order of the
row keys, next() returns the next row that has not yet been scanned by the
scanner.
In the underlying system, an HBase Get is in fact a Scan where the range
comprises a single row key. The next section introduces the internal HBase
systems that sustain this data model and its operations.
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Figure 2.4: The main components in HBase’s architecture. Edges indicate
important communication between components.

2.3.2

Architecture

We give a quick overview of the internals of HBase, but for an in-depth
description, refer to [27]. HBase consists of three layers: the client, the
server, and the storage layers. The client layer has the client library for the
application; the server layer consists of a master server and several region
servers; the storage layer comprises a distributed file system and a reliable
distributed coordination service, typically Hadoop Distributed File System
(HDFS) and ZooKeeper, respectively. See Figure 2.4.
For data operations, the client library communicates directly with a region server. As mentioned in the previous section, the rows of a table are
partitioned into regions, according to the order of row keys. The region is the
basic unit of scalability and load balancing in HBase. Each region is served
by exactly one region server.
The region server handles read and write requests to some regions, and
initiates a split of regions that have become too large. The region server
consists of three main components: Write-Ahead Log (WAL), Memstore,
and HFiles. The WAL is a log of all modifications done to data in the region
and its purpose is to allow recovery from failures, because any mutation can
be redone to bring the data store to the state it should be in before the failure
happened. Memstore is an in-memory buffer that contains recently updated
data items sorted by key, with the purpose of caching data items to reduce
read and write latencies. HFiles are persistent and ordered immutable maps
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from keys to values. WAL and HFiles are files in the underlying filesystem,
HDFS.
When a Put is processed in the region server, the changes are first written
to the WAL, which is stored persistently. If the write to the WAL succeeds,
the Put is executed on Memstore. When Memstore exceeds its maximum
capacity, it is flushed as an HFile to the filesystem. When the region server
receives a Get request, it attempts to find the appropriate data item from
Memstore, and if it was not found, the search for the data item continues
through HFiles.
HDFS [7, 25] is a distributed filesystem designed with built-in replication,
fault tolerance, and scalability. HBase uses HDFS by default, but optionally
other filesystems can replace it. Originally, the purpose of HDFS was to
support the MapReduce framework, therefore its performance is optimized
for batch processing in Big Data. HDFS is typically installed on commodity
hardware, so it employs replication to provide fault tolerance.
The assignment of regions to region servers is done automatically by one
master server, according to changes in workload and region server failures.
The master is also responsible for balancing the load of regions across region
servers, performing garbage collection of files, and handling schema changes.
The master manages the assignment of regions using ZooKeeper to keep track
of regions and region servers.
Apache ZooKeeper [26, 33, 36] is designed to be a smaller data store than
HBase, with the purpose of being a highly-reliable distributed coordination
service with good read performance. It is typically used as a database-like
service for storing configuration and coordination data for distributed systems, and is comparable to Chubby [10] from Google. In HBase, each region
server creates a data item in ZooKeeper to represent its existence. Region
servers and the master server access ZooKeeper’s data store to acquire a reliable global view of the set of current region servers and the regions they
manage.

2.3.3

Properties

In this section, we discuss the ACID properties related to HBase data operations mentioned previously.
Because only one region server is serving a row, Serializability of operations on a fixed row can be provided. In fact, Gets and Puts of a row
are executed serially by the region server, whereby perfect Isolation can be
guaranteed. The region server does this by using row locks that result in
atomicity of a row mutation. Durability of a row mutation is ensured by the
WAL and HDFS.
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Guarantee 1. Row mutations have ACID properties, where the isolation
level is Serializability.
Notice that ACID properties are guaranteed for single-row operations,
but not for transactions with operations on multiple rows. In particular, the
CheckAndPut operation is the most similar to a transaction, since it involves
a Get and a Put on the same row. It can thus be said that HBase supports
simple single-row transactions. This guarantee is extremely important for
data integrity, and it is a necessary property for the transactional system
discussed in this Thesis. Recalling the definition of data item from Chapter 2,
we see that an HBase row can be seen as a data item with a complex data
structure for its value.
The Scan is the only operation among the previously mentioned that
concerns multiple rows. Internally, scans are allowed to request rows in
batches, therefore the data obtained of a row may not be the most up-todate. If a row is mutated after a scan has requested it in batch, the scan may
or may not reflect the mutation. A scan is guaranteed, however, to reflect all
data written prior to the construction of the scanner with t.scan(). In other
words, the following holds.
Guarantee 2. The isolation level for HBase Scan operations is Read Committed.
Both guarantees are important building blocks for transactional systems
that are built on top of HBase or Bigtable.

2.4

Transactions in Extensible Record Stores

Recently in 2010 Google published their design of Percolator [44], a transactional management system using Bigtable, tailored for incremental data
processing. This meant that ACID multi-row transactions are possible on
top of Bigtable. Naturally, given the similarity between Bigtable and HBase,
one could ask if multi-row transactions are also feasible with HBase. Table 2.1
compares features supported by (or made possible by) relational databases
and Extensible Record Stores.
Independently from Percolator, Zhang and Sterck [59] also in 2010 published a transactional system for HBase, later named HBaseSI [60]. This system is a client library that maintains some special tables in HBase specifically
for transaction management. It has no centralized server for managing transactions, so clients concurrently decide to commit or abort transactions based
on HBaseSI’s metadata5 tables, which are HBase tables storing transactional
5

We use the term metadata to denote data concerning transaction management.
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SQL-based
RDBMS

Extensible
Record Stores

Query language

X

×

Relational operations

X

×

Highly distributed

×

X

Highly scalable

×

X

Multi-row transactions

X

?

(join, project, ...)

Table 2.1: Comparison of features of typical relational databases and Extensible Record Stores. The question mark indicates an ongoing shift of the
status of the feature.
management data. Currently, there is no publicly available implementation
of HBaseSI.
In 2011, Junqueira et al. [35] presented ReTSO, a lock-free transaction
management system, and its open-source implementation, Omid [58], for
HBase. ReTSO is a centralized scheme that employs a “transaction status
oracle” server to manage transactions. Optimistic Concurrency Control [37]
is employed for managing transaction commits.
Recently, in parallel to the development of this work, Padhye and Tripathi
[43] have devised a scheme similar to HBaseSI in that it is a client library
that maintains transactional metadata tables in HBase. The system, which
we will call Dependency Serialization Graph (DSG), uses fewer metadata
tables than HBaseSI and provides stronger isolation properties in concurrent
scenarios.
There are many other transactional systems for Cloud data stores, many
of which are not directly related to HBase, such as ElasTras [16], Scalaris [47],
G-Store [17], Google’s Megastore [2], and Deuteronomy [39]. CloudTPS [53]
is worthy to note: it is a decentralized scalable transaction manager suitable
for HBase. On the other hand, since it is tailored for web applications, it
assumes transactions to be short-lived and access a small number of welldefined set of items.
Although the data consistency that transactions provide is valuable in
any situation, it does not come without cost. Supporting transactions leads
to performance drawbacks and involves careful design. Many web applications have successfully made use of HBase or Bigtable without transactional
support, so there must be a strong reason for adopting transactions. As
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pointed out by Percolator authors Peng and Dabek [44], transactional support is essential for concurrent incremental updates to large repositories of
data.
For illustrating the problem of incremental data processing, consider the
example of a large web index. When a web page is updated with new content,
the index entries related to the new content should be recomputed to reflect
changes. Typically new content would be indexed only at the next scheduled
batch processing, along with the entire web index. Given the Big Data scale
of these computations, the frequency of scheduled batch processing can be
at least some days. End users, however, desire that the web index is at most
some minutes old.
With transactional support, several concurrent content updates can be
reflected in the web index without redundant recomputation of the remaining
index entries. This drastically reduces the time between content generation
and updated index entries. On the other hand, batch processing – for instance
with MapReduce – is still advantageous when large percentages of the web
index are updated. There is a trade-off between massive recomputations and
small incremental updates. For example, Peng and Dabek [44] measured
the median latency that MapReduce and Percolator take for reflecting new
content in the web index, as a function of the fraction of repository refreshed
per hour. When about 10% of the repository is refreshed per hour, Percolator
has latency below 10 seconds for updating the index, while MapReduce takes
over 2000 seconds for doing the same. On the other hand, Percolator has
larger latency (over 2500 seconds) than MapReduce when approximately
40% of the repository is refreshed per hour. This means that Percolator
is advantageous when only a small portion of the data repository is being
updated.
A transactional system for incremental updates, hence, need not focus on
massive throughput of transactions. In a scenario where massive amounts of
new content need to be indexed, batch processing methods like MapReduce
may have better performance. Latency needs to be low enough to allow an
advantage over MapReduce, but extremely low latency is not necessary, even
though beneficial.
An important requirement for transactional systems for incremental updates is the support for transactions that span an arbitrary number of data
items, and with no time constraints for executing. The system should be able
to handle huge indexes, with sizes typically larger than the RAM memory
capability of a commodity computer. Put differently, the system should be
designed for Big Data.
Given the faulty nature of commodity hardware that Cloud infrastructures are normally built on, the transactional system should also perform
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transaction recoveries. That is, the system should recover and carry on transactions that should have committed their changes but were interrupted by
some failure.
The decentralized design of Percolator is an intelligent use of Bigtable
that satisfies the aforementioned requirements. As HBase is an implementation of Bigtable, it would suffice to have an open-source implementation
of Percolator for the purpose of supporting incremental updates. However,
there is space for improvement where Percolator is lacking. With Percolator, two concurrent conflicting transactions can unnecessarily abort [43, 60],
and the use of locks hinders the progress of concurrent transactions, e.g., a
read-only transaction must wait until certain locks are released [43]. Moreover, the ReTSO authors have shown [57] how Serializability – a valuable
property not supported by Percolator – can be easily achieved in lock-free
transactional systems like ReTSO.
Alternatives to Percolator are HBaseSI, ReTSO, and DSG. Among these,
only ReTSO has a publicly available implementation. Compared to other systems, it provides transactional support at the best performance, with very
high throughput and low latency. Serializability is also supported, so ReTSO
proves to be a solid transaction manager for HBase. However, the centralized
nature of ReTSO diverges from the highly-distributed and highly-scalable
design characteristics of typical Cloud software like Hadoop and HBase. Although ReTSO is currently capable of handling large amounts of transactional data, its memory limitations will eventually restrict the scalability of
the system. In practice this is because ReTSO starts to pessimistically abort
transactions when the server’s memory is full. Other problems typical to
centralized systems can occur, such as downtimes when the ReTSO server
fails.
HBaseSI, DSG, and Percolator share much in common. These are all
client libraries that simply use the data store in an intelligent way in order
to provide transactional support. By doing this, features from HBase such
as fault-tolerance and data consistency are immediately inherited. The decentralized client-based design also seems not to limit scalability, which is
desirable for Cloud infrastructures.
Transactional metadata tables are employed in both HBaseSI and DSG.
Six tables comprise the former and at least two tables are employed in the
latter. An interesting design question is: what is the minimum number of
metadata tables required for providing transactional support on top of HBase?
Can such minimum be achieved while maintaining ACID properties? Reducing the number of metadata tables has performance advantages. For instance,
in HBaseSI, each transaction has to access six different tables for bookkeeping
purposes. This is expected to increase the overhead for transactions.
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We have seen reasons to justify the creation of a new transactional system
for HBase. The contribution of this Thesis is the design of a new lightweight
non-centralized transaction manager for HBase. The objective is to provide
a transactional system suitable for general purposes but tailored in performance for incremental data processing. The system is named HAcid, and is
presented in the chapter.

Chapter 3

HAcid
HAcid1 is a client library that applications can use for operating multi-row
SI transactions in HBase. No server-side modifications are necessary. Many
concurrent HAcid-enabled clients can be active without losing correctness
properties such as ACID. This transactional system is intended for general
purpose multi-row transactions, and allows running ACID transactions with
an arbitrary number of operations across an arbitrary number of different
rows.
The system is in many ways similar to HBaseSI, Percolator, and DSG,
but innovates by using a minimal number of metadata tables. In particular, in HAcid the timestamp oracle is a table in HBase that also contains
transactional data, and timestamps are served by appending the table. This
approach is new compared to other transactional systems for HBase, and is
beneficial in many ways.
HBase offers single-row transactions, but not multi-row transactions. However, HBase is not far from supporting that feature. The design for HAcid is
motivated by the pursuit of the minimal amount of changes to an HBase system to achieve multi-row transactions. HAcid aims to be lightweight, which
is a property achieved when the system answers the following questions.
The key questions for lightweight multi-row transactional support are: (a)
what is the simplest and minimal data structure for transactional metadata?
(b) What is the least amount of changes in the server layer? (c) What is
the smallest amount of changes in the client layer? (d) What is the simplest
and most familiar API for using the transactional system? (e) What is the
minimal performance overhead for transactional support?
These questions define the goals of HAcid’s design, discussed in the next
section.
1

The name HAcid refers to HBase and ACID, two important concepts for this transaction manager. Acids and bases in Chemistry were also an inspiration for the name.
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Design

HAcid’s design consists of transaction management algorithms in the client
side, and transactional data in the server side, i.e., in HBase tables. These
two parts of the system enable transactions over user tables, which are conventional HBase tables that transactions will modify.
For concurrency control, HAcid employs Optimistic Concurrency Control
and Multi-version Concurrency Control. No locks are used, and Snapshot
Isolation (SI) is supported.
Because HAcid uses MVCC for Snapshot Isolation, transactions are timestamped and write operations use the start timestamp as the version number
for data items, as previously described in Section 2.1.4. For this reason, the
user application should not attempt to handle version numbers, which are
managed by HAcid algorithms.

3.1.1

HAcid as a transactions certifier

The concurrency control method in HAcid is a certifier [4]. Certifiers are
methods that execute transaction operations as soon as they are requested
without blocking them. When a transaction ends, it undergoes a certification: the process of checking for conflicts to certify that the transaction
can commit. If the certification fails, the transaction aborts and optionally
restarts. The HAcid client library processes a transaction in three phases,
summarized as follows.
1. Execution phase:
• the client library executes read and write operations of a transaction only in this phase;
• any modifications done by the transaction are invisible to other
transactions; and
• the client does not track nor predict conflicts of transactions in
this phase.
2. Certification phase:
• the client searches for conflicts between the current transaction
and other transactions, by inspecting a repository of transactional
data; and
• the fate of the transaction is decided: committed if there are no
conflicts, aborted if some conflict was found.
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3. Update phase:
• if the transaction committed, the modifications of the transaction
are rollforwarded, i.e., they are made visible to other transactions;
and
• if the transaction aborted, the modifications are rollbacked, i.e,
the version is deleted.
Certification is a form of OCC because conflicts are expected to be rare.
In other words, concurrency control is done by aborting and restarting transactions, since we optimistically assume concurrent transactions to be isolated.
In HAcid, SI with MVCC allows the operations of a transaction Ti to
execute freely without influencing other transactions, since each transaction
writes to its own version. The certification at the end of Ti then affects other
transactions by determining whether the version of Ti should become visible.

3.1.2

Architecture

HAcid consists of a few components: a client library, an HBase table for
transactional metadata called “Timestamp List”, and an additional column
in all user tables. The table and the column are in the server-side, that is,
in an HBase data store. The client library holds transaction management
algorithms. Figure 3.1 illustrates the architecture.
The HAcid client library is built on top of HBase’s conventional client
library. For performing transactions in HBase, the client application uses
the API offered by the HAcid library instead of the API from the HBase
library. There are no other components in the system, such as a dedicated
timestamp oracle or any kind of server process. The only kind of process in
HAcid is a client application augmented with the library.
Multiple HAcid clients can be active at the same time, executing transactions in HBase. Concurrency issues are handled by using the metadata table
and the special user table column as the only kind of shared data between
clients. There is no global knowledge of currently active clients, and clients
cannot directly communicate with each other.
The metadata table, Timestamp List, has a central role in HAcid.
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HBase
User table 1

Client application
User table 2

HAcid library
HBase library

Timestamp List

Figure 3.1: Components in HAcid’s architecture. The edges leaving the
HAcid library indicate which components in the HBase side are modified by
transaction management algorithms in the client side.

3.2
3.2.1

Transactional metadata repositories
The Timestamp List

At the core of HAcid’s design lies the Timestamp List, a table in HBase
managed by HAcid algorithms and with two purposes. It acts as a timestamp
oracle, and stores all transactional metadata. Its schema is carefully designed
to take advantage of HBase properties. This is an innovative approach among
transactional systems for Extensible Record Stores. The Timestamp List
is illustrated by the example in Figure 3.2, and explained in the following
paragraphs.
Each row in the Timestamp List represents a timestamp of some transaction Ti : either a start timestamp Tistart or an end timestamp Tiend . The
row key is precisely the timestamp (an integer) represented by that row.
Since HBase tables are sorted by row key, the timestamps in the Timestamp
List are sorted in increasing order, as rows in the table. Hence the first row
represents the first timestamp, and consecutive rows represent consecutive
timestamps. The type of a timestamp (“start” for Tistart or “end” for Tiend )
is indicated by the column qualifier type in every row. There is only one
column family in the Timestamp List, so it is not necessary to name it in
this Thesis. Hence in this section we refer to column qualifiers simply as
columns.
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status

writeset

..
.

..
.

start-ts

end-ts
..
.

8

start

committed

9

9

end

10

start

active

11

start

committed

13

12

start

aborted

14

13

end

(t1,A),(t1,B)

11

14

end

(t1,B),(t1,C)

12

(t2,E),(t2,F)

8

Figure 3.2: Example Timestamp List. Version numbers are omitted because
each cell has only one version. In writeset cell values, (t1,A) refers to row A
in table t1.
To serve timestamps, the Timestamp List is first analyzed by clients to
determine what is the last existing timestamp, then a new successive timestamp is created. Since a timestamp oracle must serve timestamps in increasing order, such that the latest served timestamp is the largest timestamp, the
Timestamp List must be appended with a new row. Fortunately, this can be
done rather efficiently in HAcid due to HBase single-row transactions. The
append operation for the Timestamp List is explained in Section 3.3.4.
Besides storing timestamp data, the Timestamp List contains columns
for transactional metadata. These are: status, writeset, start-ts, and
end-ts. Timestamped transactions in HAcid are uniquely identified by their
start or end timestamps. Therefore, the rows in the Timestamp List corresponding to the start and end timestamps of a transaction can store its
transactional metadata. Since there are two rows for each transaction, transactional metadata is partitioned between the start and end timestamp rows.
Thus, some of those columns will have non-null values only in the start timestamp row, and others only in the end timestamp row.
The status cell in a row can assume one of the three following values for
indicating the transaction’s status: “active”, “committed”, or “aborted”. A
transaction is active if it is not yet committed or aborted. The status cells
are stored only in start timestamp rows. This is justified from the fact that
all transactions have some status, even those that do not yet have an end
timestamp.
The writeset cell represents TiW of a transaction Ti . This column has
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non-null values only in end timestamp rows, for the sole fact that the writeset
is only known when the transaction ends and no more write operations can
be submitted. Since formally TiW is a set of data items, the cell value of
writeset is a list of data item keys. The keys are separated by commas, and
each key has the format “(t1,A)”, where t1 is a table name, and A is a row
key. That is, data items in HAcid transactions are rows in user tables.
The cells start-ts and end-ts are simply pointers for cross-referencing
the start and end timestamp rows, linking them together. That is, the cell
start-ts is non-null only in end timestamp rows, and the cell end-ts is
non-null only in start timestamp rows. This allows a client reading an end
timestamp row in the Timestamp List to discover the corresponding start
timestamp, and vice-versa. These are important procedures for HAcid transaction management algorithms.
The Timestamp List is a tall-narrow [27] HBase table, i.e., it has a small
number of columns and an arbitrarily large number of rows. The version number dimension is not necessary for its schema, since each cell in the Timestamp List has only one version. The table is initialized with one dummy row
with row key 1. This timestamp row has type = end, because for a row to
exist, one of its cells must be non-null.

3.2.2

Metadata column in user tables

In theory, the Timestamp List alone is enough for indicating what versions of
data are committed, but in practice retrieving this information is expensive.
For instance, to perform a read operation of a row A in a transaction, the
transaction manager can read all rows from the Timestamp List to discover
the latest committed transaction with A in its writeset. This approach is
clearly problematic: expensive scans would be necessary for each read operation. The reason why the Timestamp List is not usable for this purpose is
the lack of indexing of rows according to writeset entries. That is, given
(t1,A) (table t1, row A), we cannot efficiently get from the Timestamp List
the set of timestamps with (t1,A) in their writeset.
Therefore, for good performance of read operations, we employ a metadata column in each user table for storing transactional metadata. All tables
that are to be modified by multi-row transactions must include this column.
To include the column, a new HAcid-specific column family is introduced, so
each user table must be first disabled (a possibly expensive operation) before
including the HAcid column family. Fortunately, this installation procedure
is necessary only once per user table. More information on HAcid installation
is found in Section 3.5.2.
The column serves as a cache of some metadata from the Timestamp List.
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25: Adam
19: Bob
28: Caroline
15: Smith
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financial:balance

HAcid:commit-time

45: 1630
35: 1690
31: 2120
25: 1911
19: 4124
42: 851

45: 0
35: 38
31: 0
25: 27
19: 23
42: 0
28: 29
15: 16

15: 2380

Figure 3.3: A user table augmented with the commit-time metadata column.
Version 28 of row C has been committed at the end timestamp 29. HAcid is
a Snapshot Isolation method (recall Section 2.1.4), therefore all transactions
that have start timestamp greater than 29 can see the version 28 of row C.
The purpose of the metadata column is to indicate which versions of data in
user tables are visible to other transactions’ reads. That is, this column is
responsible for indicating if data is committed.
The metadata column is called commit-time2 , and its value holds the
end timestamp of the transaction that committed that particular user data
version. In other words, in row R the value at (R, commit-time, v) is the end
timestamp of the transaction that committed some data to R and version
number v. See the example in Figure 3.3.
The value zero in the commit-time column has a special connotation:
it indicates that the data version is in an unstable state of visibility. If
commit-time has a positive value (cache hit), then the data version is certainly committed, but if commit-time is zero (cache miss), the data version
can either be committed or not yet committed.
A cache miss is useful for indicating a situation for recovery. Suppose
that a client using HAcid library commits a transaction (in the Certification Phase) but fails before updating the commit-time value (in the Update
Phase), which remains zero. Another client that reads the zero value can
check from the Timestamp List if that particular data should be visible,
and proceeds with the Update Phase where the previous client failed. These
recovery issues are discussed in detail in Section 3.3.6.
We could have used a separate table for building an index of data items
and their corresponding transactions. The table could have data item keys as
2

The column name is actually HAcid:commit-time, with HAcid as a column family
name, but we omit the column family for convenience, since this family will be obvious
from the context.
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row keys, and cells for start timestamps of transactions that modified the data
item. However, it is beneficial for performance to collocate this information
in user tables. A read operation can efficiently retrieve multiple columns from
the same row, so we can read both user data and commit-time metadata in
one operation. Using a separate table for commit-time would require two
read operations: one at the user data, and another at the commit-time table.
The main advantage for using a separate table for this purpose would be
no intrusion of HAcid into user tables. However, the commit-time column
is a minor intrusion, since all other column families in the user tables are
preserved.

3.3

Transaction management algorithms

A transaction is originated at the client application using the HAcid library.
The client library follows three phases for each transaction: Execution, Certification, and Update. Each transaction has its own phases, i.e., transaction
T1 might be in Execution Phase while T2 is in its Update Phase.
When the application creates a new HAcid transaction, the HAcid library
will first get a start timestamp for it at the Timestamp List. Then, operations are added to the transaction. The whole set of operations need not be
specified before executing the operations, but are executed on the fly, as soon
as they are added to the transaction. This Execution Phase terminates when
the client application requests a commit of the transaction. From that point
onward, the HAcid library at the client performs Phases Certification and
Update automatically, with no need for input from the client application.

3.3.1

Example run of a transaction

The steps of transaction management in HAcid are described first by an
example transaction, then by pseudocode. Consider table t to be the user
table given in Figure 3.3, a portion of which is repeated in Figure 3.4 for
convenience, and the transaction
T1 : r1 [B = x] w1 [C = x]
that reads column financial:balance from row B in table t, and writes the
previously read value x to column financial:balance on row C in table t.
Once T1 is created by the client application, the attached HAcid library
requests T1start by accessing the Timestamp List and appending it to get a new
timestamp row, setting its type to “start” and status to “active”. Supposing
that 50 is the last timestamp in the Timestamp List, the new last timestamp
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financial:balance

HAcid:commit-time

19: Bob

19: 4124
42: 851

19: 23
42: 0
28: 29
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C
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28: Caroline

Figure 3.4: An example portion of a user table t before being modified by a
transaction.
after an append operation will be 51. In our example, T1start = 51, as shown
by Figure 3.5 below. The appending operation is described in Section 3.3.4.
row

type

status

51

start

active

writeset

start-ts

end-ts

Figure 3.5: T1start = 51 in Timestamp List, at the beginning of the processing
of transaction T1 .
After T1 has received its start timestamp, the client application can begin
to submit operations to T1 through the HAcid library. Transaction T1 is
in its Execution Phase. First a read of row B is added to T1 , and HAcid
promptly executes an HBase Get operation on table t and row B. Given the
start timestamp T1start , HAcid knows exactly what version of row B to read
so returns the value 4124 (at version number 19) to the client application.
More information regarding the read version is given in Section 3.3.5.
Next, a write operation is submitted to T1 , which in turn executes an
HBase Put operation in table t and key (C, financial:bank, T1start ). The
Put also simultaneously writes value 0 to (C, HAcid:commit-time, T1start ), to
indicate that this version is not confirmed to be committed. See Figure 3.6
for the state of table t and row C after these operations are executed.
row

personal:name

C
28: Caroline

financial:balance

HAcid:commit-time

51: 4124
42: 851

51: 0
42: 0
28: 29

Figure 3.6: The modified row C in table t after T1 executed its operations in
the Execution Phase.
When the client application has no more operations for T1 , it requests a
commit of T1 to HAcid. This marks the end of the Execution Phase and the
beginning of the Certification Phase. At the beginning of this phase, HAcid
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gets an end timestamp for T1 by appending the Timestamp List in the same
fashion as start timestamps are created. The end timestamp row includes
also information about T1 , such as writeset and start-ts. See Figure 3.7.
row

type

52

end

status

writeset

start-ts

(t,C)

51

end-ts

Figure 3.7: Row T1end = 52 in Timestamp List.
After the end timestamp is created, HAcid starts the certification of T1
to check for write-write conflicts. For searching for a write-write conflicting
transaction Tj with T1 , HAcid scans the Timestamp List (using an HBase
Scan operation) from T1start to T1end . When a timestamp of type end (representing Tjend ) is found, its writeset is compared with the writeset at T1end :
if there is an intersection and the status of Tj (located in the row Tjstart ) is
not aborted, then a conflict has been found. In our example, no conflict is
found because there are no timestamps between 51 and 52.
When HAcid has concluded whether or not conflicts exist with T1 , it
ends the Certification Phase and starts the Update Phase. This change of
phase is marked by a commit decision: the status of T1 is set to either
“committed” (if no conflicts found) or “aborted” (if any conflict was found).
In our example, T1 committed. The decision is done by atomically writing
to the start timestamp row of T1 : its status cell is set to “committed”, and
end-ts points to T1end . See Figure 3.8 for the start timestamp row of T1 at
the end of Certification Phase.
row

type

status

51

start

committed

writeset

start-ts

end-ts
52

Figure 3.8: Row T1start = 51 in Timestamp List, at the beginning of the
Update Phase.
In the subsequent Update Phase, we update the user tables rows written
by T1 . If T1 committed (which is the case), we update the commit-time
column to point to T1end . If T1 aborted, we delete versions of data that T1
wrote. See Figure 3.9 for the outcome after the Update Phase.
After the last update has happened in the Update Phase, transaction T1
has completed its processing.
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personal:name

financial:balance

HAcid:commit-time

51: 4124
42: 851

51: 52
42: 0
28: 29

C
28: Caroline

Figure 3.9: The modified row C in table t after the Update Phase of T1 .
Notice commit-time at version 51.

3.3.2

Summary of transaction processing

Note that the three phases in HAcid’s processing of a transaction are separated by events such as the creation of an end timestamp when the client
application requests a commit for the transaction. The events and phases of
a transaction’s processing are summarized in Figure 3.10.
There are three events and three phases. The events are: (i) creation of a
start timestamp, (ii) creation of an end timestamp, (iii) update of the start
timestamp to set the status of the transaction (Commit Decision). All these
three events happen in the start and end rows in the Timestamp List corresponding to the current transaction. Each event is an HBase row mutation,
hence atomic.
The atomicity of events in HAcid is important for properties such as
correctness and transaction atomicity. Phases, in contrast, are not atomic.
Consequently, a phase can be partially executed and interrupted by a failure,
while an event cannot. This observation is relevant for recoveries in HAcid,
an issue that is discussed in Section 3.3.6.
During the Execution Phase of transaction Ti , the writeset of Ti is updated as write operations arrive. This is maintained in the local variable TiW .
When the client requests the commit of Ti , the variable TiW is exported to
the cell writeset in the newly created end timestamp row.
In the Certification Phase, an end timestamp row Tjend of a possibly conflicting transaction is searched for in the range (Tistart < Tjend < Tiend ) of
Execution Phase
Tistart

Certification Phase
Tiend

Update Phase

Commit
Decision
time

Figure 3.10: Important events and phases in the processing of a transaction
in HAcid. Events are represented as nodes and phases are represented as
lines.
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the Timestamp List. Transaction Tj is possibly conflicting if its end timestamp row Tjend has its writeset intersecting TiW . When a possibly conflicting transaction is found, we check for its status in the start timestamp row
Tjstart . If its status is “committed”, then Tj is conflicting, but if its status
is “aborted”, Tj is not conflicting. If, however, the status for Tj is “active”,
then we pessimistically assume that Tj is conflicting.
The client application has control over the first two events and the Execution Phase, but the following Phases are coordinated by the HAcid library.
The commit request from the client application is a blocking request and the
response comes from the commit decision event. That is, the commit request
lasts as long as the Certification Phase.

3.3.3

Pseudocodes

The transaction management methods illustrated in the previous sections
are described in the following pseudocodes. Some subprocedures are sophisticated, and described in details in the next sections. All pseudocodes refer
to the management of a transaction Ti .
• Upon the request for initializing transaction Ti :
1. Create a new timestamp in the Timestamp List, setting its type
to “start” and its status to “active”. To create a new timestamp,
one must append the Timestamp List. Tistart is the row key of the
row created in the Timestamp List. This operation is explained
in Section 3.3.4.
2. Start Execution Phase only if the previous step was successful.
• In the Execution Phase:
– Upon a request for a read operation of table t, row R, column C:
1. Get the version number σ := ReadVersion(t, R, Tistart ), which
is a procedure explained in detail in Section 3.3.5.
2. Return t.get(R, C, σ).
– Upon a request for a write operation on table t, row R, column
C, value x:
1. Insert (t, R) into TiW (local variable).
2. Execute t.put( h(R, C, Tistart ), xi, h(R, commit-time, Tistart ), 0i ).
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– Upon a commit request from the client application:
1. If (local variable) Tiend = ⊥, create a new timestamp Tiend in
the Timestamp List, setting its type to “end”, writeset to
TiW , and start-ts to Tistart .
2. Start Certification Phase only if the previous step was successful.
• In the Certification Phase:
1. Scan through each timestamp τ in the Timestamp List between
Tistart and Tiend . If τ is an end timestamp (τ = Tjend for some j 6= i)
and its writeset cell intersects the writeset of Tiend , then:
1.1. Assign variable Tjstart := TimestampList.get(Tjend , start-ts),
then assign Tjstatus := TimestampList.get(Tjstart , status).
1.2. If Tjstatus is “active” or “committed”, then execute CommitDecision(“aborted”).
1.3. If Tjstatus is “aborted”, continue the scan operation of Step 1.
2. Execute CommitDecision(“committed”).
• CommitDecision(d):
1. Execute a CheckAndPut operation on row Tistart in the Timestamp List to atomically check if status was “active”, and set the
status to d and its end-ts to Tiend . (The value of d is either
“committed” or “aborted”.)
2. If the CheckAndPut operation succeeded, use d as the outcome of
this commit decision.
3. Else, read the status on row Tistart , to make it the outcome of
this commit decision.
4. Start Update Phase.
• In the Update Phase:
1. If the outcome of the commit decision was committed, then for
each (t, R) ∈ TiW execute t.put( h(R, commit-time, Tistart ), Tiend i ).
2. If the outcome was aborted, then for each key (t, R) ∈ TiW execute
t.delete(R, ∗, Tistart ).
Notice how a possibly conflicting transaction Tj with status active makes
transaction Ti abort in the Certification Phase. The transaction Tj could
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change its status to either aborted or committed, but HAcid takes a pessimistic approach and decides for aborting Ti . This is to satisfy the FirstCommitter-Wins rule, because if Tj happened to get status committed, then
Ti should not be committed.
On the other hand, in face of active possibly conflicting transactions,
one can also postpone the commit decision of Ti . In this alternative, the
Certification Phase waits for some time and later rechecks if Ti still has
status active. The pessimistic abort of Ti is taken only if Tj is still active.
Other approaches could fit as well. The Certification Phase of Ti could
pause for executing the Certification and Update Phases of Tj until it gets
a commit decision. This would be useful for recovery of a client that failed
before finishing the Certification Phase of Tj . However, the client managing
Ti cannot know whether the client managing Tj has failed or is too slow. Assuming that slow clients are more common than failed clients, this approach
is expensive because it allows multiple clients to perform the Certification
Phase of the same transaction.

3.3.4

Appending the Timestamp List

When a timestamp is created in the Timestamp List, it should be the last
row in the table. This is to satisfy the requirement for being a timestamp
oracle: the latest timestamp is the largest among the previous. Since rows
in the Timestamp List are sorted in increasing order by row keys, which are
timestamps, the newest timestamp must be the last row.
Hence, creating a new timestamp requires an append operation. There
is currently no such operation provided natively by HBase, so we need a
custom implementation for appending. For the Timestamp List, our append
operation has the following roles: to discover the last row key, to create a
new row after the current last row, and to write some transactional data at
the same time the new row is created.
The HBase API has no method for retrieving the row key of the last row
in a table, i.e., the largest row key in terms of the lexicographic sorting of
rows. However, we can easily discover the last row by scanning the table
starting at an arbitrary row, with no end row specified for the scan. When
the scan ends, the last scanned row is the last row in the table, if no changes
have been submitted since the start of the scan. The closer the start scanning
row is to the last row in the table, the more efficient will be the scan.
Besides creating the row, the CheckAndPut operation allows data to be
written to cells of the row. For the Timestamp List, it is useful to write
transactional data at the time we append a new row. The append operation
takes as input some key/value pairs (where the key is only the column key)
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for the Put part of the CheckAndPut, while the output is the row key of
the appended row. The key/value pairs we write when appending a start
or an end timestamp to the Timestamp List were already mentioned in the
pseudocodes of Section 3.3.3.
To append a new row to the Timestamp List, we use the known last row
key R to attempt to create a row with key R + 1. Since other concurrent
clients might be appending the Timestamp List, the row R + 1 could be
already existent. To make sure that row R + 1 does not yet exist, we use
a CheckAndPut operation to atomically check if R + 1 does not exist and
simultaneously create it if the check passed. If the CheckAndPut fails, it
means that row R + 1 exists, so we try the CheckAndPut on row R + 2, and
so forth, until it succeeds.
CheckAndPut operations in HBase do not allow one to explicitly check
if a row is inexistent, so we check if cell type is null in the CheckAndPut.
Since every timestamp (a row in the Timestamp List) must have type either
“start” or “end”, an empty type cell means that the row of that cell is
inexistent.
A pseudocode of the append operation is given below.
Append operation on the Timestamp List. Input is a set L of columnkey/value pairs.
1. Scan the Timestamp List starting from an arbitrary row, with no end
row specified.
2. When the scan stops, record R as the row key of the last scanned row,
and K := R + 1.
3. Execute a CheckAndPut operation on row K in the Timestamp List
to atomically check if column type was null, and write L to row K if
the check passed.
4. If the CheckAndPut failed, do K := K + 1 and go to Step 3.
5. Return K as the row key of the newly appended row.
In Section 3.5.3, we explain how the Timestamp List and this algorithm
are modified in the implementation for optimizations.

3.3.5

Searching read versions

Recall, from Section 2.1.4, that each read operation in a transaction uses a
data item version corresponding to the transaction’s snapshot of the database.
In HAcid, the version number used in a read operation is called read version
σ, defined as follows.
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personal:name

financial:balance

HAcid:commit-time

15: Smith

76: 2148
70: 2368
15: 2380

76: 87
70: 72
15: 16

S

Figure 3.11: Row S in table t, where a ReadVersion procedure operates on.
Definition 18 (Read version). Given data item x and transaction Ti , the
read version σ is defined as
σ(x, Ti ) = max{Tjstart : x ∈ TjW ∧ cj ∈ Tj ∧ Tjend < Tistart }.
In other words, σ(x, Ti ) is the largest start timestamp of a transaction
that wrote to data item x and committed before Ti started. This is equivalent
to finding the latest committed version of x that was committed before Ti
started. The equivalence is proved in Section 3.4.
To discover σ(x, Ti ) in HAcid, we use the commit-time column in the user
table of x, since all committed transactions Tj with x ∈ TjW are registered
in the commit-time column. That is, the commit-time value is the end
timestamp and its version number is the start timestamp of a committed
transaction with x in its writeset.
When a read operation is submitted in the Execution Phase, it first
searches for its read version through the procedure ReadVersion(t, R, Tistart ),
as previously mentioned in the pseudocode of the Execution Phase.
The procedure works by reading the versions in the cell commit-time
of row R in user table t, searching the version number that corresponds to
σ((t, R), Ti ). The procedure searches for the largest version number whose
commit-time value is smaller than Tistart .
Consider an example, where transaction T1 with T1start = 85 is searching for the read version of row S in table t from Figure 3.11. Procedure
ReadVersion(t, S, T1start ) gets all versions of the cell (S, commit-time). The
largest version number is 76, but its commit-time value is 87 > T1start . The
second largest version number is 70, whose commit-time is 72 and satisfies
72 < T1start . Therefore 72 is the version number returned by the procedure.
In this example, there are no zero values in commit-time. In case zero
values are found, which represent cache misses, the searching procedure visits the Timestamp List to get fresh data. The ReadVersion procedure is
explained in detail through the pseudocode below.
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ReadVersion(t, R, Tistart ):
1. Versions := t.get(R, commit-time, ∗).
2. For each key/value pair h(R, commit-time, v), zi in Versions, in decreasing order of version numbers v, do:
2.1. If v < Tistart and z = 0, then:
//This is a Cache miss situation
start
2.1.1. Recovery(v, Ti ). //Explained in Section 3.3.6
2.1.2. If TimestampList.get(v, status) = “committed”, then
set z := TimestampList.get(v, end-ts).
2.2. If v < Tistart and z 6= 0 and z < Tistart , then return v.
3. Return 1.
In Step 3, version number 1 is returned to refer to the initial dummy
row in the Timestamp List and to signal that null should be read as the
value of the data item. Notice that v and z correspond to the start and end
timestamps of some transaction Tj , i.e., v = Tjstart and z = Tjend (if z 6= 0).
Note how recovery of previously failed transactions is performed during the
ReadVersion procedure. In the next section we discuss recovery in HAcid.

3.3.6

Recovery

HAcid clients are susceptible to failures, such as crash failures. The HAcid
system must be able to complete the processing of transactions even in the
face of crash failures. Transaction recovery in HAcid is a procedure for completing the processing of interrupted transactions. In high-level, the procedure recovers a transaction by detecting what phase it was in before the crash
failure, and performing the remaining phases and events.
Crash failures can happen at any time during the processing of a transaction: in events or in phases. If a crash affects an event, the event will not
be executed, since it is atomic. Therefore, we focus our attention on crashes
during phases.
If a crash happens during the Execution Phase, the transaction might
have not executed all of its read and write operations. Since operations are
originated at the client processing the transaction, it is impossible for other
clients to identify what remaining operations need to be executed. Thus, if
transaction Ti was interrupted in the Execution Phase due to a failure of its
client, other clients can ignore Ti entirely. This does not violate any ACID
property.
If transaction Ti was interrupted by a crash during the Certification
Phase, then Ti has a start and an end timestamp, its writeset is known
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to other transactions, but a Commit Decision has not happened yet. Therefore, clients have enough information for recovering Ti . Any client is allowed
to perform the remaining processing for Ti , which are Certification Phase,
Commit Decision, and Update Phase.
Finally, the Update Phase concerns only the commit-time column in user
tables, updating cached values. Hence, recovery of the Update Phase of Ti
is done by allowing other clients to update the cache.
Since HAcid has no centralized process for transaction management, concurrent clients are responsible for all transaction processing, including recovery. Moreover, there is no centralized role for the detection of recovery
situations and immediate action. Instead, a lazy approach is applied: a
transaction is recovered by a client only when it is considered necessary for
a read operation in a transaction managed by that client.
Notice how any client can perform recovery of the failed transaction, and
recall that clients have no knowledge of concurrent clients. Consequently,
two (or more) clients might be simultaneously recovering the same failed
transaction. This is not a problem in HAcid, because recovery is designed to
be idempotent [20]. In layman’s terms, idempotence is the property of having
the same results regardless of how many times an operation is applied, as
long as it is applied at least once.
In HAcid recovery methods, idempotence is guaranteed by a mechanism
that ensures that multiple clients will not disagree on the Commit Decision
of the failed transaction. For recovery, only the Certification Phase, the
Commit Decision, and the Update Phase can be executed. The Certification
Phase is merely about reading (scanning) the Timestamp List, so no changes
are made. The Update Phase, however, changes the commit-time cache
depending on the outcome of the Commit Decision. Since the Update Phase
simply consists of cache updates, multiple clients can be performing this
phase for the same failed transaction, as long as the clients agree on the
outcome of the Commit Decision. Each transaction gets only one Commit
Decision, because the Commit Decision is atomic and it tests if a previous
Commit Decision has not yet happened (by checking that the transaction’s
status is active before changing it). Therefore, recovery is idempotent.
The pseudocode for recovery is given below, and is a subprocedure of
ReadVersion from the previous section. Recall from that pseudocode that
v is the start timestamp of some transaction Tj , which is the target of the
recovery. Transaction Ti is the transaction performing the read operation
that called ReadVersion.
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Recovery(v = Tjstart , Tistart ):
1. Tjstatus := TimestampList.get(Tjstart , status).
2. If Tjstatus = “active”:
2.1 Scan through each timestamp τ in the Timestamp List between
Tjstart and Tistart . If τ is an end timestamp such that its start-ts
cell has value Tjstart (hence τ is Tjend ), then:
2.1.1 TjW := TimestampList.get(Tjend , writeset).
2.1.2 Perform Certification Phase, Commit Decision, and Update
Phase for Tj .
3. Else:
3.1 Tjend := TimestampList.get(Tjstart , end-ts).
3.2 TjW := TimestampList.get(Tjend , writeset).
3.3 Perform Update Phase for Tj .
Note that recovery of Tj might not happen in the procedure. The scan
of Step 2.1 might not find Tjend in the interval [Tjstart , Tistart ) and hence will
ignore the Steps 2.1.1 – 2.1.2. This means that Tj might: (a) have failed during Execution Phase, (b) be still in Execution Phase, (c) be not necessary for
the read operation of Ti because Tistart < Tjend , so the recovery is postponed
until it is necessary for another transaction.

3.4

Analysis of properties

In this section, we discuss correctness properties of HAcid. We present invariants and claims. Invariants are facts that always hold and can be easily
verified in the pseudocodes. Claims are facts for which we present arguments.
We focus on analyzing the correctness of only nontrivial parts of HAcid
algorithms, which are: (a) append operation on the Timestamp List, (b)
correct conflict detection, (c) read versions and relation to Snapshot Isolation,
(d) transaction atomicity. Next, we analyze each of these aspects.

3.4.1

Append operation

We start with some invariants, which are confirmed either from Section 3.2.1
or from Section 3.3.4.
Invariant 1. The Timestamp List is initialized with a single timestamp row:
the row key is 1.
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Invariant 2. The row key of any row in the Timestamp List is a positive
integer.
Invariant 3. No row gets deleted from the Timestamp List.
Invariant 4. All rows in the Timestamp List have a non-null value on the
column type.
Claim 1. One instance of the append operation increases the number of rows
by one.
Proof. The CheckAndPut (Step 3 of the append operation) writes data only
if the column type is null. By Invariant 4, if type is null on a row K, then K
does not exist. So if the CheckAndPut passes, then a row that was inexistent
is created. By Step 4 in the procedure, only one successful CheckAndPut
can happen during the procedure, so only one row is created.
Definition 19 (Tightness). A table is tight if every two consecutive rows
have row keys that are consecutive integers. (In HBase, two rows are consecutive if one is returned after the other in a standard Scan operation.)
Claim 2. The Timestamp List is tight before and after an append is executed.
Proof. By induction. Initially, the table has one row (Invariant 1), therefore
it is tight since there are no consecutive rows. Suppose, then, that the table
has an arbitrary number of rows and is tight from rows 1 until R (the last
row) before the append. The procedure identifies row key R as a candidate
for the key of the last row in the table. Next, CheckAndPut is attempted
at R + 1, R + 2, . . . , R + i successively. If it succeeded at R + i, then it
failed at all R + j, where 1 ≤ j < i, therefore all rows R + j existed (and
remained existent due to Invariant 3). CheckAndPut at R + i succeeded, so
row R + i was created and the procedure was terminated (CheckAndPut is
an atomic operation, given Guarantee 1 from Section 2.3.3). The table is
tight from 1 to R, and also from R + 1 to R + i because R + 1, . . . , R + i
are consecutive rows due to Invariant 2 (and there is no integer between two
consecutive integers).
Corollary 1. At the moment the CheckAndPut of the append operation creates a row in the Timestamp List, that row is the last one in the table.
Proof. Given Claim 1, Claim 2, and Invariant 2, the newly created row cannot
be elsewhere than immediately after the previous last row, hence it is the new
last row.
The Corollary above demonstrates how the append operation has the
correct behavior.
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Transaction processing correctness

The Certification Phase in the processing of a transaction must correctly
identify write-write conflicts. For this purpose, a Scan of the Timestamp
List is performed. Given Guarantee 2 from Section 2.3.3, that Scans have
the Read Committed isolation level, data read during a Scan could be stale.
Hence conflict searching should be correct despite the presence of stale data.
In this section, we show what data can be stale in the Timestamp List, and
demonstrate how this does not negatively affect conflict checks.
Invariant 5. The only cell that is overwritten in a row in the Timestamp
List is the status cell. Moreover, this cell can be changed from “active” to
“committed” or “aborted”. If status is not “active”, it will not be overwritten.
A consequence of the Invariant above is that the only column with possibly stale data is the status column.
Claim 3. Given a transaction Ti with non-null start and end timestamps, if
there is a write-write conflicting transaction Tj with Tjend in the lifetime of
Ti , then it is impossible that both Ti and Tj commit.
Proof. In the Certification Phase of Ti , the Scan at Step 1 will find the
timestamp Tjend and execute Steps 1.1–1.3, because before the Scan begins
the Timestamp List is tight from Tistart to Tiend (with Tjend in between), hence
this will be seen by the Scan. That is, this fact is not affected by the Read
Committed isolation level of Scans.
The row for Tjend in the Timestamp List includes TjW in the writeset
column. Because this data is never overwritten (Invariant 5), it is never stale.
The status at row Tjstart , though, can be stale only if its value is “active”.
We show that if Tj commits, then Ti cannot commit. Let the status of
start
be “committed”. This information might not be seen by the Scan of
Tj
Step 1. That is, the status cell of Tj given by the Scan could be stale: the
value “active” could be seen instead of the actual “committed”. However,
Step 1.2 in the Certification Phase aborts transaction Ti in both cases of Tj
“active” or “committed”, hence Ti does not commit.

3.4.3

Read versions and Snapshot Isolation

For correct Snapshot Isolation, we must guarantee that a transaction reads
from its snapshot. The snapshot of a transaction Ti is the database state at
the moment Tistart is created. The snapshot of Ti can be represented by the
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set of all data item versions that were committed before Tistart . We discuss
how read operations in HAcid are equivalent to reading from snapshot.
First, we show how the procedure ReadVersion from Section 3.3.5 correctly determines σ. Then, we demonstrate that reading σ versions is equivalent to reading from snapshot.
Invariant 6. Every write operation in any transaction Tj in HAcid uses
Tjstart as the version number for the data item version.
Definition 20. Let x(k) be a data item version, where k = Tjstart for some
transaction Tj (guaranteed from Invariant 6). The commit time CT is defined
as
 end
Tj , if Tj committed,
CT (x(k)) =
∞,
otherwise.
That is, the commit time of a data item version is the end timestamp
of the transaction that wrote it, if that transaction committed. Notice that
this definition is time-dependent, because every data item version written by
a transaction Tj starts with its CT = ∞, which later can become Tjend once
Tj commits. Since a committed transaction stays committed, if CT (x(k)) is
a finite value, then CT (x(k)) will remain forever unchanged. The definition
above allows us to suitably redefine σ as
σ(x, Ti ) = max{Tjstart : x ∈ TjW ∧ CT (x(Tjstart )) < Tistart }.
Claim 4. Given the key/value pair h(R, commit-time, v), zi from a user table
t, if z 6= 0, then CT (R(v)) = z.
Proof. The Update Phase implies that v = Tjstart and z = Tjend for some
transaction Tj , since no other procedure writes nonzero values to commit-time.
In that case, Tj committed. Therefore cj ∈ Tj , so CT (R(Tjstart )) = Tjend .
Claim 5. The procedure ReadVersion(t, R, Tistart ) returns σ((t, R), Ti ).
Proof. The procedure inspects key/value pairs h(R, commit-time, v), zi of
the cell (R, commit-time) in decreasing order of version numbers v. Since
v = Tjstart for some transaction Tj , the first v such that the constraints
(t, R) ∈ TjW and CT (R(Tjstart )) < Tistart are satisfied is precisely σ((t, R), Ti ).
The constraint (t, R) ∈ TjW is obviously satisfied because all key/value pairs
are from row R. So only the second constraint needs to be checked by the
procedure.
If z = 0 in Step 2.1 in the procedure, then either Tjend < Tistart or
end
Tj
> Tistart or even Tjend = ⊥. If Tjend = ⊥, when this end timestamp is created it will be greater than Tistart since the Timestamp List is
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tight. Furthermore Tjend > Tistart implies CT (R(Tjstart )) > Tistart , hence the
constraint is not satisfied. Thus only case Tjend < Tistart is relevant, and Recovery in Step 2.1.1 makes sure that Tj aborts or commits. If Tj committed,
Step 2.1.2 sets z := CT (R(Tjstart )).
If z 6= 0 in Step 2.2, then by Claim 4 we have CT (R(Tjstart )) = z, so it
suffices that z < Tistart to determine that Tjstart = σ((t, R), Ti ). This is done
in Step 2.2.
Definition 21. A data item version x(k) is in the snapshot of a transaction
Ti if and only if CT (x(k)) = max{CT (x(l)) : x(l) 6= ⊥ ∧ CT (x(l)) < Tistart }.
The previous definition means that x(k) is in the snapshot of Ti only
if x(k) was the latest committed version of x which committed before Ti
started. Notice that the set {CT (x(l)) : x(l) 6= ⊥∧CT (x(l)) < Tistart } on the
right-hand side is not time-dependent, since finite CT (x(l)) are immutable.
Claim 6. Let σ(x, Ti ) be obtained from the procedure ReadVersion. The data
item version x(σ(x, Ti )) is in the snapshot of Ti .
Proof. By definition, σ(x, Ti ) = max{Tjstart : x ∈ TjW ∧ CT (x(Tjstart )) <
start
of some
Tistart }. In other words, σ(x, Ti ) is equal to the start timestamp TM
start
end
start
transaction TM that committed at CT (x(TM )) = TM < Ti . We affirm
start
)) is the maximum in {CT (x(l)) : x(l) 6= ⊥ ∧ CT (x(l)) <
that CT (x(TM
start
Ti }, as required for Definition 21.
The proof is by contradiction. Suppose there is CT (x(Tzstart )) greater
start
than CT (x(TM
)) where x(Tzstart ) 6= ⊥ and CT (x(Tzstart )) < Tistart . So
end
< Tzend by the definition of CT . From the definition of σ, it holds that
TM
start
start
start
is the largest such start timestamp. Hence
, because TM
< TM
Tz
end
start
< Tzend , therefore the two transactions Tz and TM
< TM
Tzstart < TM
W
are concurrent. Moreover, x ∈ TM
∩ TzW , so these two transactions have a
write-write conflict. By the First-Committer-Wins rule, TM commits and Tz
aborts. Hence CT (x(Tzstart )) = ∞, contradicting our assumption.
start
This means that CT (x(TM
)) is the maximum for Definition 21, so
start
start
x(TM
) is in the snapshot of Ti , where TM
= σ(x, Ti ).
The consequence of the Claim above is that read operations in HAcid are
snapshot isolated.

3.4.4

Transaction atomicity

Atomicity is perhaps the most important ACID property. If one write operation in a transaction gets committed, then also all other write operations
in that transaction should commit. Here we demonstrate how HAcid transactions satisfy atomicity.
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Definition 22. A data item version x(k) is visible if k = σ(x, Ti ) for some
(hypothetical) transaction Ti .
Claim 7. Let Ti be a HAcid transaction, and x(Tistart ) a data item version
that is visible, written by Ti . Then all data item versions written by Ti are
visible.
Proof. Because x(Tistart ) is visible, Tistart = σ(x, Tl ) for some hypothetical
transaction Tl . The ReadVersion procedure returns σ(x, Tl ) = Tistart only if
the value of (x, commit-time, Tistart ) is non-null (see Step 2.2). This means
that the Update Phase of Ti has been executed, and consequently Ti committed writing “committed” to status of row Tistart in the Timestamp List.
Therefore, if Tl were to process a read operation of any data item y that
was written by Ti , we would have σ(y, Tl ) = Tistart . This is true because
Tistart = σ(x, Tl ) implies that Tistart is the largest start timestamp such that
Tiend < Tlstart . Hence y is also visible.

3.5

Implementation and usage guide

HAcid is an open-source library for HBase client applications, enabling Snapshot Isolation multi-row transactions. The source code and library download
can be found at [41], where its documentation is also available. The API is
minimalistic and designed to be easy to understand and use.
Here we explain how HAcid can be used in practice for an HBase data
store, and give some details about its implementation. The HAcid API is a
Java library (jar file) in many ways similar to the standard HBase client Java
library. Section 3.1.2 is a good representation of the connections between
HAcid and an existing HBase installation.

3.5.1

HAcid API

The HAcid API resembles the HBase API. In Java applications that access
HBase, it is typical to encounter the classes HTable, Put, and Get. HTable
represents a table in HBase, Put represents a write operation, and Get represents a read operation. These are important and common classes. The
example below shows the use of these classes.
Configuration conf = HBaseConfiguration.create();
HTable table = new HTable(conf, "mytable");
Put p = new Put(Bytes.toBytes("row1"));
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p.add(Bytes.toBytes("fam1"),
Bytes.toBytes("qual1"),
Bytes.toBytes("val"));
table.put(p);
Get g = new Get(Bytes.toBytes("row1"));
g.addColumn(Bytes.toBytes("fam1"),Bytes.toBytes("qual1");
Result r = table.get(g);
table.close();
The HAcid API follows a similar style. The most important classes are
HAcidClient, HAcidTable, HAcidTxn, HAcidGet, and HAcidPut. The class
HAcidClient encapsulates the majority of management algorithms, such
as conflict testing, Timestamp List append, ReadVersion, Recovery, etc.
HAcidTable represents an HBase user table enabled for transactions, i.e.,
with the commit-time column. HAcidTxn represents a transaction. HAcidGet
and HAcidPut represent, respectively, read and write operations to be included into transactions.
For instance, a simple use case where a transaction simply reads and
writes to a row works as follows.
Configuration conf = HBaseConfiguration.create();
HAcidClient client = new HAcidClient(conf);
HAcidTable table = new HAcidTable(conf, "mytable");
HAcidTxn txn = new HAcidTxn(client);
HAcidGet g = new HAcidGet(table, Bytes.toBytes("row1"));
g.addColumn(Bytes.toBytes("fam1"), Bytes.toBytes("qual1"));
Result r = txn.get(g);
HAcidPut p = new HAcidPut(table, Bytes.toBytes("row1"));
p.add(Bytes.toBytes("fam1"),
Bytes.toBytes("qual1"),
Bytes.toBytes("val"));
txn.put(p);
txn.commit();
table.close();
client.close();
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The classes HAcidPut and HAcidGet mimic the interface of HBase classes
Put and Get, so they are easy to use. The methods HAcidTxn.get() and
HAcidTxn.put() execute read and write operations in the transaction. The
modifications made by transaction txn are invisible to other transactions until one calls txn.commit(). Classes HAcidTxn and HAcidClient coordinate
the three phases and three events of transaction processing.
Note that version numbers cannot be specified in HAcidGet and HAcidPut.
HAcid manages version numbers to ensure correct Snapshot Isolation, therefore its API does not give to the user access to version numbers. We also
discourage the access to version numbers in a HAcid user table through
HBase’s conventional API, except in read-only use cases.

3.5.2

Installation

From the perspective of the API, the user does not need to manage the
installation of HAcid when it is used for the first time. It is sufficient to
import the HAcid library into the application, and initialize instances of
HAcidClient and HAcidTable. The constructor of HAcidClient verifies if
the provided HBase data store already has a Timestamp List table present,
and creates it if necessary. We refer to the creation of the Timestamp List as
HAcid’s initialization. The constructor of HAcidTable verifies if the provided
HBase table already has the HAcid column family (to include the qualifier
commit-time), and creates such family if necessary. This method is called
preparation of a user table.
3.5.2.1

Initialization

Initialization is a simple method, creating the Timestamp List table with
one initial row. The purpose of this dummy row is to simplify the append
operation, which assumes that the Timestamp List has at least one row.
The dummy row is irrelevant to transaction processing. The only non-null
cell in this row is type, with value “end”, so that the append operation can
detect its existence. The row key is 1, hence timestamp serving starts from
2 onwards.
3.5.2.2

Preparation

User tables need to be prepared before being targeted by HAcid transactions.
Every user table must include the commit-time column in the HAcid column
family, and every version number must correspond to some transaction.
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If the user table does not exist before HAcid is installed, then it is prepared at the time it is created, simply by including the HAcid column family.
However, if the user table already had data, we need to change the version
numbers of existing data items. In this case, for every cell (R, C) in the table, we copy the latest version (R, C, v) to (R, C, 1) and remove all versions
except 1. That is, the version number 1 is used for all initial data items in
the user table.
In HAcid, version numbers are important to indicate the age of data for
Snapshot Isolation, hence 1 (the smallest possible version number) is used for
initial data. Preparation of a large existing user table might be an expensive
procedure and is not safe against interruptions, for instance due to crashes.
Hence it is recommended to use empty or small user tables when HAcid is
installed.
We also discourage the use of the HBase API on HAcid-prepared user
tables, since doing so could violate ACID properties of HAcid transactions.
If a user table is prepared for HAcid, it is safest to use only the HAcid API,
even for transactions with a single operation. However, read operations are
an exception: HBase Gets can be performed on HAcid user tables with no
side effects.

3.5.3

Optimizations

There are two optimizations in HAcid that are important to mention. One
is the use of σ versions in read operations, and the other is the reversed row
key schema for the implementation of the Timestamp List.
Recall that the read version σ(x, Ti ) is the largest start timestamp of the
transaction that wrote to x and committed before Tistart . In Section 3.4.3 we
proved that this is equivalent to the start timestamp of the newest committed
transaction that wrote to x and committed before Tistart .
Thus, for a read operation, we could simply search in row x for the largest
commit-time value smaller than Tistart . This would require inspecting all
versions of the column commit-time in row x. However, to find σ(x, Ti ),
searching for the largest appropriate version number is advantageous given
how HBase organizes data.
The versions of a cell in HBase are ordered in decreasing order of version
numbers. Consequently, the latest version has the largest version number,
so it is the first one to be returned when the cell is read. Hence searching σ
does not require one to inspect all versions in the cell.
The other optimization is to use a reversed row key schema for the Timestamp List. Recall that for the append operation we need to find the end of
the table, and that HBase does not provide a pointer to the last row. How-
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ever, HBase allows one to directly access the first row in a table. This is
done by executing a Scan with undetermined start row key. The first row
returned by the Scan is the first row of the table at the time the Scan was
created.
Hence, in the implementation of the Timestamp List, a timestamp t is
represented by row key M − t, where M is a large enough constant. The
table is prepended instead of appended. To prepend, a candidate for the
first row is obtained, then through CheckAndPut we try to insert a row
immediately before the first row. This process repeats if the CheckAndPut
failed, analogous to the append operation.
Prepending is more efficient than appending, and the reversed row key
schema does not disturb HAcid’s functionality, as long as row keys M − t are
converted to timestamps t.

Chapter 4

Performance evaluation
Good performance is an important aspect for HAcid’s lightweight objectives.
In particular, we are interested in minimizing the overhead of HAcid in relation to HBase, because HAcid is built on HBase.
In this chapter we present some benchmarks of transaction processing in
HAcid. First we study specific aspects of transaction processing, then we
examine the overall performance of the system.
We use five identical compute nodes from a high performance cluster,
the Triton cluster at Aalto University School of Science. The hardware of
these compute nodes are described in Table 4.1. One node hosts the HBase
master, while the remaining nodes host HBase region servers. The master
node is also where the benchmark applications are executed. On the software
side, we used the Cloudera [15] CDH3 Update 3 distribution, which includes
HBase 0.90.4 and Hadoop 0.20.2.

4.1

Microbenchmarks

In this experiment we are interested in measuring the overhead of using
HAcid. These are called microbenchmarks and are inspired by Percolator’s
microbenchmarks [44]. We are interested in the performance of a transaction
with a single (read or write) operation compared to the performance of the
Processor
RAM
Storage
Chassis/Mobo

2x Intel Xeon X5650 2.67GHz
48 GB of DDR3-1066 memory
About 830 GB of local diskspace (software RAID 0)
HP SL390s G7

Table 4.1: Hardware description of the machines used for the experiments.
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HBase
Read Latency (ms) 0.34
Write Latency (ms) 1.12

HAcid
3.36
7.79

64
Relative
x9.8
x6.9

Table 4.2: Average latency of HBase operations and HAcid transactions.
The column “Relative” indicates the overhead of using HAcid. For instance,
a HAcid transaction with a single write operation is about 7 times slower
than its corresponding HBase write operation.
corresponding HBase operation alone. As expected, the latency of executing
an operation through a HAcid transaction will always be higher than performing it purely in HBase. Ideally, this gap should be as small as possible.
We measure the execution time of a set of random HBase write operations
(Puts), and compare with the execution time of the corresponding set of
HAcid transactions each with a single write operation. The same is done for
read operations (Gets). All operations are run serially, that is, there is no
concurrency involved. Each operation targets a random row of a table built
for this experiment.
The HBase table contains 10000 rows and three columns in one column
family. The values in cells are random integers. We executed 100000 operations of each kind (HBase Put, HBase Get, HAcid transaction with a
single write, HAcid transaction with a single read). The results are given in
Table 4.2.
HAcid write-only transactions were 6.9 times slower than their HBase
counterparts, while HAcid read-only transactions were 9.8 times slower. The
results are predictable given the fact that some HBase read and write operations are involved during the processing of a HAcid transaction.
For instance, consider the processing costs of a write-only HAcid transaction. Retrieving a start timestamp requires at least one Put operation,
executing the user’s write operation is one Put, and retrieving an end timestamp requires at least one Put. Then, for conflict checking, at least the cost
of one Get (within the Scan) is needed, while the commit decision is one
Put. Finally, to update the user table row, one Put is executed. In total, one
Get and five Puts are necessary to the processing of such transaction. Consequently, using the latencies for HBase operations from Table 4.2, a HAcid
write-only transaction takes at least 5.94 ms to complete. The measured
7.79 ms latency is close (just 31% higher) to the expected minimum.

Timestamps issued per second
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Figure 4.1: Performance of the append operation to issue timestamps to
concurrent clients.

4.2

Timestamp throughput

This experiment focuses on measuring the performance of the append operation on the Timestamp List as a timestamp issuing service. We repeatedly
request start timestamps from HAcid to measure the throughput of timestamps. We vary the number of concurrent clients requesting timestamps to
study how well HAcid handles concurrent scenarios. HAcid should be able to
render higher timestamp throughput when the number of concurrent clients
increases.
Each client requests 50000 start timestamps, and we execute up to 18 concurrent clients. Figure 4.1 displays a plot of the throughput values obtained
in the experiment. Apparently, the append operation on the Timestamp List
benefits from concurrency: the throughput for two clients is about twice the
throughput for one client. The increase for more than two clients is moderate. In general, one can expect above 1000 timestamps per second being
issued.
These results also allows us to calculate the average latency of timestamp
issuing. In the case of only one active client in the experiment, the timestamps are requested serially. Therefore the throughput of 556 timestamps
per second implies an average latency of 1.8 ms.

Transactions per second
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Figure 4.2: HAcid transactions throughput from concurrent clients.
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Figure 4.3: Throughput of sequences of four HBase operations. Sequences
are simply non-ACID transactions. This figure is comparable to Figure 4.2.

4.3

Transaction throughput

To assess the performance of HAcid in more realistic workloads, we measure
the throughput of randomly generated transactions. This experiment allows
us to estimate how many transactions per second (TPS) can HAcid provide.
We run 18 concurrent clients that generate random transactions and submit them to HAcid for commitment. Similarly to the microbenchmarks,
we use a randomly generated test table. The table contains 200000 rows
and three columns, and each client executes 13000 transactions with four
operations, which are random reads and writes. Transactions can therefore
conflict in this experiment. Figure 4.2 is a plot of the throughput of transactions obtained from concurrent clients. Figure 4.3 is the corresponding plot
of throughput when HAcid transactions are not used, but simply sequences
of four HBase operations are executed.
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The results indicate that throughput is moderate: between 300 and 500
transactions per second. However, HAcid clearly benefits from concurrency:
throughput scales almost linearly with the number of concurrent clients, up
to seven clients. Throughput does not scale beyond that because timestamp
issuing does not scale (see Figure 4.1). Figure 4.3 shows how throughput of
simple HBase operations (no ACID properties) scales linearly.

4.4

Discussion

The results imply that HAcid does not offer transactions with high performance. HAcid transactions will necessarily have higher latency than HBase
data operations. That said, HAcid has small overhead compared to other
transaction systems built on top of HBase. For instance, in similar configurations, HBaseSI [60] provides at most 500 timestamps per second and about
200 transactions per second, while HAcid performs at least 1000 timestamps
per second and about 400 transactions per second.
Managing the Timestamp List is definitely the bottleneck in HAcid. All
transactions access the Timestamp List, for two purposes: to retrieve timestamps and to manage transactional metadata. In other transaction systems,
these different responsibilities are distributed to different servers. In HAcid,
when many clients append the Timestamp List, the region server managing
the last parts of the table becomes a hotspot in the network. Completed
transactions have written at least three times to the Timestamp List.
Multiple clients appending the Timestamp List might cause contention for
the last row. If one client is slower to communicate with HBase than a group
of other clients, then to append it will likely hang until the remaining clients
have appended. Hence, there are no fairness properties among concurrent
clients appending to the Timestamp List.
Nevertheless, one must remember that high performance transactions are
not a feature that HAcid aims to offer. In the context of incremental updates to a data repository, if many transactions are being submitted, then
likely batch processing through a framework like MapReduce would be more
suitable. HAcid is advantageous when a light workload of transactions is
necessary to update the database.

Chapter 5

Conclusion
In this chapter, we discuss opportunities for improvement in Section 5.1 and
review the work done for this Thesis in Section 5.2.

5.1

Future work

HAcid can be easily modified to include new features. For instance, multiple instances of HAcid can coexist within one HBase installation. This can
be achieved by having multiple Timestamp Lists, each one related to one
instance of HAcid. The instances must be independent, in the sense that a
user table is managed by only one instance. In this fashion, we can easily
distribute the load of timestamp serving. That is, if we know beforehand the
set of users tables that a collection of transactions will target, we can create
a HAcid instance for that collection of transactions.
If no user table intrusion is desired, one can substitute the commit-time
column with a separate table. The table should allow efficient lookup of
the commit time of each data item in user tables. The disadvantage of this
approach is the decrease in performance compared to the commit-time cache
column solution.
There are two HAcid features that could be added with reasonable effort
but were left out from the version described by this Thesis. These are: the
support for Serializability as the isolation level, and garbage collection of
versions in user tables.

5.1.1

Serializable Snapshot Isolation

There has been continuous research [11, 12, 21, 40, 43, 46, 57] on how to adapt
Snapshot Isolation for guaranteeing Serializability. One of the approaches is
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Write-Snapshot Isolation (WSI), by the ReTSO authors Yabandeh and Ferro
[57], and convenient to be implemented in HAcid. Their approach consists of
minor modifications to the original SI. The main remark is that write-write
conflict detection is neither necessary nor sufficient for Serializability. Writewrite conflicts concern only the writesets of transactions, but also readsets
should be taken into account if Serializability is required.
Their solution consists in replacing write-write conflict detection with
read-write conflict detection, that considers readsets as well as writesets,
defined as follows.
Definition 23 (Read-Write Conflict). Two timestamped transactions Ti and
Tj have a read-write conflict if all the following conditions are met:
1. Ti and Tj are concurrent;
2. TiW ∩ TjR 6= ∅, where Tiend < Tjend ;
3. TiW 6= ∅;
4. TjW 6= ∅.
That is, the second transaction Tj reads what the first transaction Ti
wrote, so by the First-Committer-Wins rule, Tj should abort if Ti committed.
To support WSI in HAcid, we would need search for read-write conflicts
instead of write-write conflicts. The readsets of transactions would need to
be recorded in Timestamp List rows, as writesets are. It is also necessary
to change the definition of a read version, because σ read versions are not
necessarily in the snapshot of WSI transactions. This is due to the fact that
Claim 6 assumes that write-write conflicts determine abortion. Read version
σ should be replaced with the traditional approach: the start timestamp of
the newest committed transaction that wrote the same data item.

5.1.2

Garbage collection

After many transactions modify a data item, there will be many versions of
that data item. For better performance, it is useful to purge old versions
of the data item. Purging frees space in the data store and speeds up read
operations, so that less versions need to be inspected.
The challenge with purging is to determine when a version is old enough.
We propose one method of detecting old versions, but neither this nor purging is implemented in HAcid. We present a sufficient condition for version
oldness.
Definition 24. Let x(Tistart ) and x(Tjstart ) be data item versions of x. Version
x(Tjstart ) is a successor of x(Tistart ) if and only if Tjstart > Tistart and cj ∈ Tj .
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Definition 25. Data item version x(Tistart ) is safe to purge if there exists a
successor x(Tjstart ) and for every transaction Tk such that Tistart < Tkstart <
Tjstart it holds that Tkend 6= ⊥.
Definition 25 is the condition to purge. In other words, a successor of
a version x(Tistart ) is a newer version x(Tjstart ) that is committed, and it is
safe to delete x(Tistart ) if all transactions that started between Tistart and
Tjstart have already ended. Consequently, these intermediate transactions
cannot anymore read the version x(Tistart ), and no future transaction will have
x(Tistart ) in its snapshot because they will favor the newer version x(Tjstart ).
As future work, the condition can be implemented into HAcid. Purging
is specially important if all versions of a data item are inspected to search the
(non-σ) read version, for instance when Write-Snapshot Isolation is required.

5.2

Discussion

We have presented a new lightweight client library for HBase that enables
multi-row SI transactions. Other transaction systems, such as HBaseSI, have
demonstrated how transactions can be provided using solely the HBase client
API. The goal in designing HAcid is to be as lightweight as possible inside
the class of transaction systems built on top of HBase.
HAcid is focused on achieving minimality in aspects such as data structures, changes in client and server sides, API, and performance. HAcid employs only one metadata table and one cache column. Changes in the clientside are represented by importing a single library to the application. Changes
in the server-side consist of installing the metadata table and preparing user
tables. The API resembles the standard HBase API and is succinct. Furthermore, performance is apparently better than that of other similar systems.
On the other hand, there are trade-offs when attempting to make these
aspects lightweight. A system that focuses on low overhead of transactions
likely requires many changes in the server-side of an HBase installation. Little intrusion to user tables potentially requires more metadata tables and
data structures, which might lead to performance drawbacks. It might be
impractical to achieve minimality in all aspects.
We believe to have achieved a good balance of all the aforementioned
issues in HAcid. The result is a solid system that is suitable for different
kinds of workloads. Furthermore, HAcid adopts the Cloud philosophy of
fault-tolerance: recovery is a central mechanism in HAcid and the fact that
the Timestamp List is served by an HBase region server implies that HBase
will automatically assign a server to manage it, regardless of failures. In other
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transaction systems, the administrator might need to manually manage the
timestamp oracle.
Our transaction system is also flexible for being adapted in interesting
ways. Not many transaction systems address the problem of garbage collection, and we have seen in this chapter how this feature can be easily included
into HAcid. Serializability is also reachable after a few modifications to the
system. If better performance is required, one can manually manage a collection of independent Timestamp Lists to increase throughput.
The ideas that comprise HAcid, in particular the Timestamp List, can
be extended to other data stores. There are other Extensible Record Stores
besides HBase that can implement the transaction processing described in
HAcid. However, the structure of the Timestamp List does not depend
on many characteristics of HBase. It would be interesting to implement
the Timestamp List separately from HBase and assess its performance as a
timestamp oracle and a transactional metadata repository.
Software systems for Cloud Computing, such as HBase, are in active
evolution. Since the dawn of NoSQL data stores, many have believed that
there is “no size that fits all needs” when it comes to databases. On one
side are the traditional relational database management systems, equipped
with all necessary features. On the other side are lighter data stores that
offer less features in order to provide high performance when dealing with
large quantities of data. The gap between these two classes of databases is
often large. HAcid on HBase is situated between the two extremes, offering
to database administrators a new benefit that can be achieved with HBase.
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